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Abstract

AUTOMATED DATA DISCOVERY, REASONING AND RANKING IN SUPPORT
OF BUILDING AN INTELLIGENT GEOSPTIAL SEARCH ENGINE
Wenwen Li, PhD
George Mason University, 2010
Dissertation Director: Chaowei Yang

In the field of geospatial data discovery, two goals must be met to bridge the gap
between data providers and data consumers: (1) machine agent or a search engine must
be able to identify the distributed data sources owned by data providers on the Internet,
(2) the machine agent must also incorporate human intelligence to find the most suitable
data sources required by data consumers.
To achieve the above goals, search algorithms are applied in the data discovery
process so that a machine can implement automatic retrieval of needed information.
However, most of the search algorithms focus on discovering general webpages rather
than considering the characteristics of data sources in a specific domain, such as
hydrology. This leads to the low performance of a search engine when handling
domain-specific queries.

This dissertation presents a number of techniques that address the fundamental
questions in the problem of geospatial data discovery: how to automatically discover and
collect relevant geospatial data dispersed widely on the Web? Once this information is
found, how can this information be encoded from human-readable format to machine
understandable format? And how to make the machine incorporate human intelligence to
answer various search questions?
This dissertation starts by developing an active crawler for automatic geospatial data
discovery. Traditional data discovery methods include using general search engines, such
as Google or accessing geospatial Web catalogues, such as Geospatial One Stop (GOS).
However, Google aims to answer generic queries by treating all the keywords evenly
without considering the special characteristics of geospatial data. If solely relying on
Google, the needed services will be hidden in the long list of the search results. The
drawback of using geospatial Web catalogues is that it assumes all data providers would
register their services into the catalogues. However, this is apparently not true. In
addition, the lack of timely updates generates considerable dead links in the catalogue.
This dissertation proposes an accumulative term frequency based conditional probability
model and develops a corresponding crawler to solve the above problem and discover
geospatial data more efficiently.
This dissertation then examines the problem of building a domain Knowledge Base
(KB) for modeling data and knowledge from multiple sources. Current approaches
reported in the literature use a controlled vocabulary, which does not encode enough

logical relationships between spatial objects to enable semantic reasoning. To overcome
this drawback, this dissertation proposes a new conceptual model to abstract, map, and
model the geospatial knowledge for the hydrology domain. A Web-based tool is designed
and developed for collaboratively populating the KB by users with different backgrounds
according to the proposed conceptual model. In addition, a semantic reasoning procedure
is implemented for locating all the suitable data candidates so as to enhance the
performance of the geospatial search engine.
To provide the data consumers with the best resource, the search engine should be
capable of automatically judging the similarities among spatial objects, like human
beings do. Traditional statistical methods count the co-occurrences or shared information
of objects to measure their similarity. However, human recognition of similarity is
sometimes too complex to be simulated by simple mathematical equations. Given this
reality, a neural network based feature matching model is proposed in this dissertation to
realize an automatic similarity measurement based on the KB populated as suggested
above.
Finally, this dissertation introduces two research projects: the USGS Arctic Spatial
Data Infrastructure and the ESIP Semantic Web Testbed to demonstrate how the
proposed methodologies are applied to domain applications to solve real-world problems.

Chapter 1: Introduction

The invention of the Internet has made a huge amount of information available for online
sharing and browsing. However, much of this information is not well cataloged, and is
too voluminous to be organized manually. Thus, there is a noticeable need for an
automated tool that can effectively search the Web and locate needed information. The
emergence of search engines has fulfilled this requirement. Presently, there are almost
800 million Internet users worldwide (Figure 1.1) and over 90% of these users visit
websites after gathering information that is obtained from search engines [1]. A Nielsen
report shows that there were 10 billion searches in June 2009 alone [2]. The field of
search engines has, therefore, drawn a tremendous amount of research and attention in
both academia and industry.

Figure 1.1 2008 Internet user distribution worldwide (Hand, 2009)
1

Among the huge amount of information available on the Internet, over 80% are
associated with a spatial location on Earth. The linkage of information to the Earth gives
general information extra value (BDO Consultants 1998); this type of information is
called geospatial information or geographic information, which makes the spatial object
easy to identify, analyze and reach. Because of this advantage, geographic information
has a significant role in supporting applications in a variety of domains, such as water
resource management [4], environmental modeling [5]-[6], navigation [7], transportation
[8], urban planning [9], disaster management [10], and emergence response [11].
However, these disparate data are archived in various forms and are highly heterogeneous
in data representation, storage and access [12]. Thus, solving the problem of semantic
heterogeneity and enabling the efficient discovery of geospatial information becomes an
essential task for search engines. This dissertation aims to study several key aspects
towards building an intelligent geospatial search engine. These aspects include: (1) Data
Collection by employing an active crawling technology to discover spatial information,
data and services; (2) Data Searching by enabling semantic reasoning to capture latent
logical relations between the users‘ query and candidate datasets and (3) Relevance
Ranking by proposing an artificial neural network based feature matching model to
improve the search performance.
1.1 Evolution of the traditional search engine
Yahoo! Search is the Web's oldest directory-based search engine, developed in 1994
by David Filo and Jerry Yang [13]. All of the webpages were reorganized into categories
2

and made searchable with a human compiled description for each URL. However, the
exponential growth of the volume of pages on the Web posed a big challenge for Internet
search engines to find needed information quickly and accurately. As the scalability of
directory and human-directed search is limited, researchers [14]-[19] have turned to
relying on new search technologies - Internet robots or crawlers for automatic webpage
collection. WWW wander, developed by Gray in 1993 for measuring the growth of the
Web, is considered to be the earliest Internet Web crawler. Another early attempt is
WebCrawler, which was the first crawler to index entire webpages, and later became the
original search technology for AOL (http://www.aol.com/). Google‘s Web crawling
technology, proposed by Larry and Page in 1998 [19], has helped Google to receive more
than 60% market share of searches (Figure 1.2) and as a result has been recognized as the
most successful technology.

Figure 1.2 Top 10 Search Providers for Nov. 2009, Ranked by Searches.
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Google uses more than 100,000 parallel machines [20] to follow the hyperlinks
within webpages, and at the same time, caches crawled web content. The cached web
contents are stored in Google's index database for fast searching. The indexes are first
built upon keywords extracted from cached web documents. The index table is
represented as a Hashmap: the web documents are keys and extracted keywords are
values. The advantage of this indexing method is that once a web document is cached, all
its related keywords would be identifiable. However, this index cannot be used directly in
the search interface because in a query, keywords are known while web documents are
unknown. To solve this problem, an inverse index is built, where keywords are the keys
and for each keyword, there is a list of web documents associated with it (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 Forward and Inverted Indices
This data structure allows rapid access to documents using query terms. In addition to
the inverse index, Google employs a link analysis algorithm, Pagerank (PR), to sort the
resulting web documents by their popularity to improve the search satisfiability. Pagerank
is named after Larry Page, the inventor of Google. Its purpose is to measure the
popularity of a web document within a set. The general idea of the PR algorithm is that a
PR value of a webpage (Wi), represented by Pr(Wi), equals to the sum of contributions
from each of webpages (Wi1, Wi2…Win) linking to it. If the webpage Wij (0<j<=n) only
has one outlink (Wi), the contribution Wi gets from Wij (0<j<=n) equals to Pr(Wij). If the
webpage Wij (0<j<=n) links to multiple webpages besides Wi, the contribution of Wij to
Wi equals to Pr(Wij) divided by the number of outbound links L(wij ) . The below diagram
demonstrates the PR distribution based on the given Web topology. Webpage W1 has
contributions from W2 (PR (W2)), W3(1/2*PR(W3)) and W4 (1/3*PR(W4)), so PR(W1)
equals the sum of the three scores (0.51).
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The mathematical expression of the PR calculation is as follows:
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Where (wi , wj ) is 0 if there is not a link from wi to wj and the function is
k

normalized such that
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Because of the success of the above algorithms, Google became the dominant search
engine on the market, receiving fully 63.98% of US searches by the end of June 2009, as
reported by AVTEC [22].
Although the invention of search engines has facilitated the discovery of needed
information for web surfers, current search engines still cannot fulfill users' requirements.
These limitations can be largely grouped into two categories:
First, current mainstream search engines are based purely on the occurrence of words
in documents without exploiting the hidden meanings. Thus, the precision of the results
depends greatly on how users choose the query keywords. This makes many beginning
Internet users feel discouraged and frustrated. Second, although search engines can return
millions of webpages for a query, many of those are reported to be irrelevant. In addition,
the behaviors of users in different communities are different; for example, Earth scientists
desire to retrieve more Earth Science related information, while doctors and pharmacists
7

would pay more attention to webpages of their respective domains. Obviously, the above
limitations of search engines are due to the lack of semantic-level support in terms of
query understanding and domain-specific intelligence in web data.
Another limitation of mainstream search engines is their inability to provide instant
information. The current trend of Internet query is trying to get "what's happening right
now?" As mentioned by [23]:
―40% of users perform search queries which display an intent that is best satisfied by
realtime search results. Industry numbers aside, Iran – the country, the situation and the
search query – has conclusively proven that users want search results from the realtime
Web‖
But current popular search engines cannot meet this real-time requirement because
queries are typically performed on a large-scale database index inside the search engines.
Most of the search engines only update their index database on a monthly basis or even
longer, so immediate news or newly launched webpages could not be found from these
search engines. Even Google, which has the largest index database for search, conceded
that it is not yet providing an appropriate search experience for such real-time
information.
1.2 Evolution of real-time search engine
Filling this void produces a new concept called real-time search. Many new real-time
search engines have been launched in the past few months. Popular real-time search
engines include Scoopler, Collecta, Topsy, CrowdEye, TweetMeme, OneRiot, Yauba,
8

itpints, dailyRT and Almost.at. Among these, Scoopler (http://www.scoopler.com),
launched in April 2009, aims to provide a single portal for users to perceive worldwide
events instantaneously. It provides subject content in two ways: by tracking emerging
content in real-time, and providing related information ranked by popularity. Collecta
(http://collecta.com/) is claimed to be the fastest real-time search engine because of its
adoption of the XMPP instant messaging protocol. It mainly collects and organizes web
content from popular social media. Various search options are provided, such as blogs,
comments, updates and video. Yauba (http://www.yauba.com/) is a cutting-edge
real-time search engine study that is a joint effort of the Indian Institutes of Technology,
the University of Delhi, MIT, Harvard University and UC Berkeley. It delivers multiple
categories of information, such as traditional search, real-time search, mainstream search,
video, images and even PowerPoint and word documents.
Topsy (http://topsy.com) is another real-time search engine and was launched by
Topsy Labs, Inc. It aims to deliver search results as a real-time stream. Unlike other
search engines, Topsy ranks content by the authority of the content's web sources and the
number of times that others have shared specific content. When delivering results, it
strikes a balance between the relevancy ranking and the immediacy of the information
delivered. As more resources are considered in the ranking process, the information
delivered becomes less real-time. Topsy allows rankings on hourly, daily, weekly and
monthly basis, making it a good example to address the above trade-off.

9

Itpints (http://www.itpints.com/) is another attempt at weighing relevancy and
immediacy, similar to Topsy. Unlike Yauba and Scoopler, itpints does not rely heavily on
Twitter. Instead, it collects information from multiple online sources. Itpints can also
deliver its information in the format of an RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feed, so it is
not necessary for users to visit the website to view real-time information as it is created.
Almost.at (http://almost.at/) has a distinct real-time search feature. The information it
provides is based on 'event' rather than keyword search. By selecting a recent event from
a list provided, almost.at is able to deliver related results. There are also many other
real-time search engines such as CrowdEye (http://www.crowdeye.com/), TweetMeme
(http://tweetmeme.com/) and OneRiot (http://www.oneriot.com/).
Although real-time search engines deliver instant updates and real-time flow of
information and were believed to be the next big step in search engine functionality [24],
they still have the following problems:
 Existing real-time search engines typically draw input data from social
networking

websites

include

Twitter

(http://twitter.com/)

and

Digg

(http://digg.com/), where anyone can publish anything. Thus, the reliability and
authority of searched information are suspect.
 They lack support for specific domains, such as Earth Science.
 Search is still based on keyword matching, and lacks semantic query
understanding.
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1.3 Evolution of semantic search engine
Compared to the study of real-time search, the technology of which is more mature
and industrialized, the study of semantic search is more theoretical. Actually, it has long
been the dream of AI researchers to invent a machine that can understand the
fundamental meaning of a human's request and provide an appropriate response. A search
request is the most important type of request to understand and answer. This requires that
both the request and web sources be well understood by the machine. However, almost
all webpages on the Internet are written in plain text, without any meaningful tags or
mark-up indicating what the web resources are or what they mean. This is easy for
humans to digest, but is very hard for machines to interpret. To solve this problem, Tim
Berners-Lee proposed the concept of Semantic Web in 1997 [25], aiming to augment the
current World Wide Web (WWW) with a highly interconnected network of data that can
be easily exploited and processed by both machines and human beings. Thus, the
Semantic Web is designed to make web data more meaningful so that it can be
understood, interpreted, manipulated, and integrated. To this end, W3C proposed a series
of formal specifications to specify how web resources could be modeled, interpreted and
presented. Some of these include Resource Description Framework (RDF) [26], RDF
Schema (RDFS) [27] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [28].
From this Semantic Web concept and traditional Information Retrieval (IR)
technology [29], the state-of-the-art "Semantic Search" emerged [30]. The purpose of
semantic search is to augment and improve the search process by leveraging XML and
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RDF data from semantic networks to disambiguate semantic search queries and web text
in order to increase relevancy of results [31]. It combines the research of traditional IR,
Semantic Web, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and natural language processing, and has
drawn a great deal of attention, from both academia and the industry, due to its potential
to become a break-through technology in web search.
The Taalee Semantic Engine [32] was reported to be the first implementation of the
semantic search idea. It uses intelligent agents to collect both a breadth and depth of
information. "Breadth" is retrieved by crawling a wide range of web documents or from
partners' resource repositories and "Depth" is realized by semantic asset cataloging,
which is used to cross-reference and catalog the information into hierarchical categories
correctly and automatically. The cataloged content forms a domain knowledge base,
which is searchable from any site using semantic search facilities. This result has the
potential to bring cataloging and searching to entirely new levels; however, technical
details are sparse, and no fully implemented product is ready to use yet.
Guha et al. [33] proposed an idea of semantic search based on the semantic Web
framework for "denotating" the search query to augment traditional search results with
relevant data retrieved from distributed resources. The authors defined two types of
search activities: navigational search and research search. Navigational search aims to
search a phrase or combination of words that are expected in the documents. A typical
navigational search is "W3C track 2pm Panel," this type of query does not denote any
resource; instead users intend to get documents that contain these words. In contrast,
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research search aims to get relative information about a concept, such as a musician or a
geographical place. Sometimes, a simple navigational search on a keyword will cause
ambiguity in understanding the category to which the concept belongs. In other cases,
information from multiple documents may be needed to fulfill the user request. Semantic
search focuses on this second type of search activities.
Guha et al. also discussed issues that should be addressed in a typical semantic search
engine in order to augment the traditional search system. The first one is denotation,
meaning that a semantic search system should provide a strategy to determine which
node in the Semantic Web is the one intended by users and thus should be matched
(called anchor node hereafter). The strategy could be the popularity of a term measured
by its frequency of occurrence from a corpus or considering the context of users' search
behavior. It could also be gleaned from users' profiles. The second issue is to determine
"what to show," namely, what data should be incorporated in the search results. As the
Semantic Web is an interconnected network, a large number of resources (triples) are
connected with the anchor node. The authors proposed heuristic methods to include N
closest nodes to the anchor nodes. Here the nodes could either be from the triples with the
same source and same arc label, or having shorter distance to the anchor node. The third
issue is how to format the results when presenting them to end users to guide navigation
to get the information desired. The work by Guha et al. discussed the problems that a
semantic search engine should solve and provided some feasible solutions. Meanwhile, it
also left some open questions. For example, the methods they proposed to determine
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relative resources to return to users had the potential to produce more unwanted
information ("spam") and information that was irrelevant to the particular search context.
Rocha et al. [34] introduced a semantic search architecture that combines classical
search techniques with spread activation techniques applied to a semantic model.
Similar to the traditional search engines, this proposed approach provides a
keyword-based GUI for query expression, and then the query is redirected to a full-text
search system, Lucene [35]. Unlike in a traditional search, the full-text search does not
match the query keywords with traditional web documents. Instead, it refers to matching
the contents of the nodes in an instance graph created in the KB. A hybrid spread
activation technique is employed to enhance the hit rate of the matching process by
proposing cluster measurement (the percentage of concepts that one concept is related to,
given that the other concept is also related) and specificity measurement (the inverse of
the square root of the number of concepts of a given relationship that has a given concept
as its destination) based weight mapping algorithm to assign a weight to each relationship
by its importance. The cluster measurement tells how similar two concepts are and the
specificity measurement tells how specific the destination concept is within a given
relationship. Combining both measurement approaches, a combined measurement for
weighing the importance of a relationship can be obtained. Based on the weight mapping
techniques, the authors introduced a hybrid spread activation algorithm to obtain the
closest set of nodes to a given query. Semantic inference occurs naturally in this process
since both direct and indirect connections would be reasoned out from the initial set of
nodes. The authors also define several constraints to control when to cease and where to
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avoid the propagation, such as avoiding the nodes of a given concept type, ceasing the
propagation at the nodes which are connected to more than a given number of other
nodes, etc. Finally, the end results would be returned to the user. Note that because of the
algorithm employed, documents that do not contain the occurrence of the initial query
keyword could also be returned.
To test the architecture, the inventors chose a domain involving professor-student
research information from their department's website and the Portinari project's website,
which is an extensive KB regarding artwork. Experiments on the above domains showed
that the proposed search engine produces satisfying results. This work is a direct
extension of traditional search engines. Here the advantage is to employ the idea of
weight mapping and spread activation to link concepts hidden in keyword descriptions
from rich text attributes defined in semantic ontology. However, although this work poses
some semantic advancement over traditional search, the inference done by spread
activation still lacks semantic interpretation when the semantic network is propagated.
Thus, it sometimes draws wrong inferences, and the quality of results is impacted.
The above semantic search studies have enhanced traditional search in some ways,
but they still fail to meet expectations. The essential part of all semantic search engines is
that they must rely on a well-defined KB in which facts (in triples) and rules are
defined for inferring more facts and intelligent query understanding; however, it is
extremely hard to have a KB covering all the facts in all aspects of life and to draw
inferences based on it. Thus researchers in many fields have started to focus on building
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KBs and further domain-specific semantic search engines. For example, in the Earth
Science field, there are several well-known KBs, such as Semantic Web for Earth and
Environmental Terminology (SWEET) [36] and semantic search engines, such as Noesis
[37]. SWEET was the first practical KB (ontology) for Earth and environmental science.
It categorizes terminologies into facets, including phenomena, property, substance and
Earth realm to support reductionism. As the most popular ontology model in Earth
Science, SWEET provides an upper-level abstracted expression of this domain. Founded
on formal Description Logic (DL, [38]), it can support terminology reasoning (T-box
reasoning). Based on SWEET, researchers from University of Alabama at Huntsville
developed a semantic search tool to support an extended search vocabulary. The tool
provides several inference capabilities such as equivalence, inversion and specialization
for searching keywords. The web resources are from popular search engines such as
Google and Yahoo! as well as educational databases such as the Digital Library for Earth
Science Education (DLESE) and other scientific databases.
Another successful application is the Virtual Solar Terrestrial Observatory (VSTO)
project, which provides a unified semantic portal to facilitate scientific data search from
diverse data archives in the fields of solar, solar-terrestrial and space physics [39]. Unlike
Noesis, which can be viewed as a semantic enabled recommendation system, VSTO is a
heuristic and interactive data discovery system. Once a search candidate is confirmed in
the current step, the system will move on to provide more specific options to close in on
the exact needs of the end user.
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1.4 Popular Search Methodologies
1.4.1 Faceted Search
Faceted search, also known as guided navigation, or parametric search, is a popular
and intuitive interaction paradigm for search engines that allows users to digest, analyze
and navigate through multidimensional data [40]. It is most commonly used in online
shopping

sites

like

Amazon

(http://www.amazon.com),

IBM

(http://www-306.ibm.com/software/data/discovery), Endeca (http://endeca.com) and
Mercado (http://www.mercado.com) to help users dynamically select a subset of
interesting categories and drill down to matched subcategories. Typically, a facet search
can answer the following type of questions:
When a user browses shoes matching the keyword "Boots," there will be a column
displayed, together with the search results, to show the number of matches of the word
"Boots" under each category, e.g., book, automotive, sports & outdoors, shoes, mp3
download, etc. If the category "shoes" is chosen, the results will be displayed and
recommended items are then listed by brand, size, style, color and available number of
products in each subcategory. The content of the navigation column is dynamically
changed based upon the searching criteria. For example, if boots of a particular size are
not in stock, that option would not be offered. Users can also choose to use a combination
of criteria to filter from the complete result sets.
In comparison to traditional search like advanced form search or taxonomy search,
multifaceted search has great advantages:
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 Advantage over traditional advance search
Faceted search provides a more dynamic way to browse and search for resources than
traditional "advanced search form," where all the available search fields are provided at
once. In the traditional manner, users have to set up the search criteria at the very
beginning of the search. However, users may not be completely clear about the keywords
in all the dimensions when they initiate the search, so the traditional search is not suitable
for typical searches. Moreover, enterprises try to populate additional valuable information
to the existing structured template [41]. As a result, the structured properties may increase
to a very large number, leading to a challenging search task and a loss of search focus. In
addition, it is possible that users may want to select a combination of values that did not
even exist in the document dataset [42], thus a navigational system provided by faceted
search that can guide users to drill down to their areas of interest is an ideal solution.
 Advantage over taxonomy based search
Faceted search and taxonomy-based search have a lot of features in common. For
example, they both organize the documents in categories and provide navigation based on
the category classification. Therefore, Kehoe describes this as the next logical evolution
of taxonomies [42]. However, faceted search is more powerful and dynamic than
taxonomy-based search. Taxonomy tends to provide subject, product line-based search, in
which the branches are mostly fixed [43]. In contrast, faceted search tends to be more
dynamic; for example, in a geospatial search engine, a faceted search can accommodate
multiple data types, such as dates, geographic coordinates, publication organization,
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distribution source, etc. In mathematics, taxonomies are more tree-style, by which
documents can only be navigated through pre-defined tree branches, whereas facets are
graph-style, through which information can be viewed by the dynamic composition of
multiple primary axes (Figure 1.4). In the future, the taxonomy-based search will be
improved by introducing faceted search technologies to allow users have more granular
control over the search results.

Figure 1.4 Taxonomy (a) v.s.. Facets (b) [44]
Ben-Yitzhak et al. (2008) described the basic design and runtime internals of a
faceted search engine based on an open source search tool, Lucene. To be able to obtain
the faceted navigation capability, several requirements should be met: (1) a faceted
taxonomy built based on the content of the documents, (2) the rule to associate facets
with each document in the collection, and (3) a strategy that can dynamically decide the
facet path at run time.
The following example demonstrates of how faceted navigation will support the data
discovery in a spatial search engine. Consider several datasets that cover the geographical
regions of U.S., Canada, China, etc. The data are of either raster or vector format and are
distributed through remote HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) servers or FTP (File
Transfer Protocol) servers. For example, dataset 1 covers the region of the U.S. and is
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distributed by an HTTP server in raster format; dataset 2 covers regions of China and is
distributed by a FTP server in vector format. Based on this information, a taxonomy
index can be built (Figure 1.5).
The next step is to determine all the facet paths P1, P2 ...Pdi that are associated with each
document d . Each Pi

v1 / v2 / v3 /.../ vki denotes the whole path from root to leaf node in

any tree of the document set in which this document exists. Meanwhile, each facet prefix
( v1 / v2 , v1 / v2 / v3 /,..., v1 / v2 / v3 /.../ vk ) of the document is also recorded. A function f (n) is
i

defined to calculate the prefix once a document is linked to a node in the taxonomy
index.
n=1
f(n)=nil

Geographic
Region

n=2
f(n)=1

n=3
f(n)=2

North
America

U.S.

Canada

n=8
f(n)=nil

format

n=9
f(n)=8

Binary

n=5
f(n)=1

Asia

n=4
f(n)=2

China

U.S.

n=12
f(n)=nil

Canada

n=7
f(n)=1

n=6
f(n)=5

n=13
f(n)=12
n=10
f(n)=9

Europe

Distribution
Source

HTTP
Server

n=11
f(n)=9

FTP
Server

n=14
f(n)=12

Figure 1.5 Taxonomy indexing.
Table 1.1. Inverted Index for Faceted Search.
facet$geographicRegion
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Dataset1, Dataset2

facet$geographicRegion/NorthAmerica
Dataset1
facet$geographicRegion/NorthAmerica/US
Dataset1
facet$geographicRegion/Asia
Dataset2
facet$geographicRegion/Asia/China
Dataset2
facet$format
Dataset1, Dataset2
facet$format/Binary
Dataset1, Dataset2
facet$format/Binary/Raster
Dataset1
facet$format/Binary/Vector
Dataset2
facet$distributionServer
Dataset1, Dataset2
facet$distributionServer/HTTPserver
Dataset1
facet$distributionServer/FTPserver
Dataset2
Payload- Dataset1: 3, 10, 13; Dataset2: 6, 11, 14

Table 1.1 shows the inverted index of the document to the prefix facets. Based on
this inverted index, the payload of a document is recorded. Thus, a faceted search task
can be performed as follows: (1) once a query is initiated, the Lucene engine will
determine the documents that are related to the query; (2) for each document, find all the
prefix facets based on the inverted index and the path determination function f ; (3)
combine the prefix facets and generate a structured facet graph automatically (as Figure
1.6 shows); (3) count the number of documents that are within the scope known prefix
facets; and (4) display the faceted navigation for refinement.
2

2

1

A

B

C

d1

1
B

D

Figure 1.6 Facet Generation.
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d2

In this way, faceted search provides an interactive search paradigm for richer
information discovery tasks over complex data models and becomes a popular search
manner for current search engines.
1.4.2 Vector Space Search
Vector space approaches introduce linear algebra into automatic IR [45]. Data are
modeled as a matrix; each document in the database is encoded as a vector, where the
value of each member of the vector reflects the importance (or weight) of a specific term
in representing the document. Then the search process identifies relevant documents
through vector operations, such as to find the documents so that the distance between the
document vectors and the query vector is smaller than a certain value. SMART [46] is
one of the first systems to use the vector space model. Compared to other search
algorithms, which need to preprocess (such as train) the datasets in advance to get good
results, the vector space model is straightforward and usually more accurate. It has
become the basis for many web search engines and is the most frequent approach used in
commercial search engines.
Information Representation as a Vector Model
In a vector space model, all the unique terms that occur in all the documents in the
data collection compose the vector. For each document, the value of each term is
determined based on the importance of the term in the document. Typically, the value is
larger if the term occurs more frequently in the document. A value is 0 means that the
term does not occur in the current document. Suppose a document is described for
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indexing and categorization purpose by a list of terms: hydrological, search and engine.
It can then be represented by a vector in a three dimensional space. Figure 1.7 depicts an
example when the terms have importance of 4, 3 and 0.45 separately. In this case, the
word search is the most important one in the document, with hydrological and engine of
secondary and tertiary importance.

Figure 1.7 Vector Representation of a Web Document. X represents search, Y represents
hydrological and Z represents engine.
A database containing d documents and t total terms comprises a term-by-document
t d matrix. Each matrix element, aij , is the weighted frequency of a term i to a document

j . Figure 1.8(a) shows a small collection of titles where d 4 , and (b) is the list of all the
validated terms ( t 9 ) with the stopping words removed. (Stopping words refer to the
extremely common words, such as ―the‖, ―an‖ and ―any‖). The 9*4 term-by-document
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matrix A is illustrated in (c), in which aij is the number of times the term t j appears
in di . The column of A is the term vector and each row of A is the document vector.
Figure 1.8 (d) shows A normalized for matching queries to each document vector.

Documents: d=4

Terminologies: (b)
t=9

D1: Darcy‘s law on hydrology

(a)
T1: Darcy

D2: Law and Government for 142 Countries
T2: law
D3: Fundamentals of Hydrology
T3: hydrology(ic)
D4: Hydrology and Water Law - Bridging the Gap
T4: govenment

A

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1

1
0
1
1

0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

T5: county(ies)

(c)
T6: fundamental
T7: water

AN

(d )

0.5774 0.5774 0.5774 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.5774 0 0.5774 0.5774 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.7072 0
0 0.7072 0
0
0
0 0.4472 0.4472 0
0
0 0.4472 0.4472 0.4472

T8: bridge(ing)
T9: gap

Figure 1.8 A Term-by-Document Matrix.
Query Matching Example
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The process of query matching is achieved by calculating the similarity of a
document to the specific query. In the vector space model, this problem turns into
calculating the similarity of the document vector and the query vector. A simple visible
measure of similarity is the cosine of the angle between the query vector and document
vector. From the above figure, we can obtain that the document vector is ai , where i in
Range{rows( A)} . Assume a query vector is q , where | q | t , the cosine of the two

vectors can be computed according to the formula [50]:
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for every document di in the document collection.
For example, suppose that a user in search of laws and rules on hydrology initiates a
search for whitepapers about hydrological law. Thus, the query vector can be written as:

T
011000000
]
Un-Normalized: q [

T
0
0
.
7
0
7
2
0
.
7
0
7
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
]
Normalized: q
,
N[

where the nonzero values are for the terms "hydrology(ical)" and "law." The
document is considered as relevant only when the cosine value is greater than a threshold
(in practice, the threshold is usually 0.9; we set it to 0.6 as the test document set is small).
Calculating the cosines of angle of each document and the query vector, we obtain that
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cos
cos
cos
cos

1
2
3
4

0.8167
0.4084
0.5001
0.6325

Therefore, the first document and the fourth document are returned as relevant
documents, and the other two that rank low are correctly filtered out. However, the fourth
document is a more satisfying result but it is ranked lower than the first document.
Moreover, the basic vector space model which uses single word as indexing unit (as
shown in Figure 1.8 (d)) may cause two different kinds of problems: (1) in the context of
lexical atoms, the single words (such as ―Darcy‖ in ―Darcy‘s Law‖) cannot represent
their actual meanings, and thus are very misleading if they are indexed separately; (2) the
words may not be specific enough to carry the regular meaning, such as the ―Law‖ in the
phrase ―Darcy‘s Law‖ [47]. To solve the above problems, the IR community has
developed several auxiliary algorithms to extend the basic vector space model, such as
using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, [48]) to provide a low-rank approximation to
matrix A . Detailed discussion can be found in the next Section.
1.4.3 Latent Semantic Analysis
LSA is a variant of the vector space model that uses low-rank approximation to a
vector space representation of the document set ([48][49]). LSA uses linear algebra
theory to improve automatic IR, rather than relying on human-constructed vocabulary,
KBs or semantic networks in traditional natural language processing or AI. The
assumption of LSA is that there is some underlying or latent structure in the pattern of
word usage across documents [50], and by uncovering this latent pattern, the dimension
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of the term-by-document matrix

A can be simplified in order to lower the

computational complexity. The foundation of LSA is Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD), by which the matrix A is decomposed into three matrices: (1) a term-by-concept
matrix W describing the original column vector as an orthogonal unit vector; (2) a
concept-by-document matrix P describing the original row vector as an orthogonal unit
vector; (3) a diagonal matrix S containing the scale values. The mathematical
expression is as follows:
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Let‘s show an example and analyze how the technique works and what the LSA can
accomplish. Suppose the data collection consists of titles of eight documents and two
disjoint topics. As Figure 1.9 shows, c1-c4 is about geospatial semantic search and
m1-m4 is about hydrological law. The dimensions of the term-by-document matrix A
are 7 8 (Table 1.2). Seven is the number of terms that have occurred at least twice in
the total documents and eight is the number of documents. Therefore, each row is the
term vector and each column is the document vector. The SVD of the matrix A is shown
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in Figure 1.10. The multiplication of X , S and P ' perfectly constructs the original
raw matrix A .
c1: The geospatial Web: how geo-browsers, social software and the Web 2.0
c2: Geospatial semantics: capture meanings of spatial information
c3: A semantic search engine for spatial Web portals
c4: Google's spatial search tools in the Marine Environment - Decision Support
m1: Darcy‘s law on hydrology
m2: Hydrology and Water Law - Bridging the Gap
m3: Hydrology: an environmental approach
m4: Environmental law: Hazardous wastes and substances
Figure 1.9 Example: A Collection of Eight Documents.

Matrix A
Geo
spatial
semantic
search
Environment(al)
law
hydrology

Table 1.2 The Term-by-Document Matrix A .
c1
c2
c3
c4
m1
m2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

m3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

m4
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

r(geo search) = -0.3333
r(geo law) = -0.4472
A

XSP '

X=
[

-0.3247

0.1477

0.4720

-0.5602

-0.7024

0.1891

0.0535

-0.0593

0.0000

-0.3622

-0.3828

0.1566

0.2269

0.3804

-0.0000

0.7955
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-0.0000

-0.0521

0.5774
-0.5774
0.0000

-0.3777

0.0414

-0.4185

0.5010

-0.2914

-0.3849

-0.6299

-0.1163

-0.6197

0.2747

0.1430

-0.1163

-0.6197

0.2747

0.1430

2.7395

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.3709

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.6454

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.2380

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.0000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.7963

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0.4960

0.0000
-0.0000

-0.3101

0.5774

0.3524

0.0000

-0.7071

-0.0807

-0.0000

0.7071

-0.0807

-0.0000]

S=
[

0.0000

0]

P=[
-0.3749

0.1420

0.3194

-0.5004

0.0000
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-0.5202

0.4649

-0.0062

-0.5147

0.2081

0.4573

-0.1932

-0.0000

0.4787

-0.5340

0.1633

-0.0840

0.6641

0.0000

0.1547

-0.5006

-0.0651

-0.6047

-0.0849

-0.5227

0.3339

-0.0849

-0.5227

0.3339

-0.1488

-0.4237

-0.2158

-0.2851

-0.1488

-0.4237

-0.2158

-0.2851

-0.0438

-0.4649
0.4649

0.0062
-0.0062

0.0000

-0.4017

-0.4649

0.0062

0.2311

-0.0000

-0.2027

-0.1068

0.7086

0.2311

0.0000

-0.2027

-0.1257

-0.7055

0.7071

0.3411

0.2325

-0.0031

-0.7071

0.3411

0.2325

-0.0031]

Figure 1.10 SVD Components of Matrix A .
Another approach to reconstruct the matrix A is to use only the most important two
dimensions to implement lower-rank approximation. The approximated matrix is notated
as A . A (Table 1.3) is produced by multiplying part (as shown in the box) of each
matrix. The lower-rank approximation collapses the component matrices in such a way
that terms that occurred in the same contexts now appear with greater or less estimated
frequency. Some terms that did not appear originally now do appear, at least fractionally
[51]. For example, the term hydrology does not appear in document m4, therefore the
corresponding cell A [7][8] is assigned 0. However, because m4 contains terms
environment and law, the term hydrology is determined as related and its cell value has
been replaced to 0.67 at A [7][8] . As a comparison, the term environment that appears
in c4 and is assigned to 1 in A is now replaced by 0.4591 in A reflecting
unimportance in characterizing the document based on context analysis.
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Table 1.3 Two-dimensional Reconstruction of A from Original Matrix.
C1
C2
C3
C4
M1
M2
M3
M4
Matrix A
Geo
0.3833 0.5307 0.5322 0.4226 -0.1075 -0.1075 -0.0160 -0.0160
spatial
0.7852 1.0837 1.1007 0.9342 -0.0709 -0.0709 0.0965 0.0965
semantic
0.4459 0.6170 0.6206 0.5008 -0.1051 -0.1051 -0.0013 -0.0013
search
0.4019 0.5529 0.5685 0.5116 0.0366 0.0366 0.1124 0.1124
Environment(al) 0.1697 0.2210 0.2773 0.4591 0.5449 0.5449 0.5055 0.5055
law
-0.0892 -0.1417 -0.0697 0.2553 0.7951 0.7951 0.6700 0.6700
hydrology
-0.0892 -0.1417 -0.0697 0.2553 0.7951 0.7951 0.6700 0.6700

r(geo search) = 0.9961
r(geo law) = -0.9655
The matrix reconstruction also brings changes between terms and multi-term
documents. Considering the two pairs of terms {semantic, search} and {semantic
hydrology} in the original matrix A and the reconstructed matrix A , we evaluated the
Spearman correlation coefficient r to measure the correlation between the terms in each
pair. The mathematical expression is:

i

r ( X ,Y )
i

( xi

( xi

x )( yi
x )2

i

( yi

y)
y )2

In the original matrix A , "geo" and "search," and "geo" and "law" never co-appear
in any document. Thus, intuitively, they do not have much association. The Spearman
correlation between "geo" and "search" is -0.3333 and the value is -0.4472 between "geo"
and "law." However, in the reconstructed matrix, due to the uncovering of the hidden
association, both values have greatly changed. The correlation between "geo" and
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"search" increases to 0.9961 (almost the upper limit 1) and the correlation between "geo"
and "law" decreases to -0.9655 (almost the lower limit -1). This is because both "geo"
and "search" have high correlation with term "spatial" in the context, and the SVD
analysis has uncovered this indirect relationship. Therefore, even though they do not
co-occur in the same document, they occur in the contexts of similar meaning. For "geo"
and "law," as no hidden association can be found in the context, they are ranked very low
in the correlation analysis.
The above analysis demonstrates that LSA has significant advantages in uncovering
the underlining relationships among documents. LSA can overcome the drawback of
traditional IR in discovering documents on the same topic but using a different
vocabulary. LSA can also improve the retrieval precision by distinguishing the terms
with more than one meaning. However, LSA is less compact than the vector model and
usually needs more storage space, which can impact the search efficiency during the IR
process.
1.5 Problem statement and objectives
Per the aforementioned reviews of literature, we find that most of the above search
engines, especially those for the Earth Sciences, are weak in understanding user behavior
and providing the most relevant results. Success in search engines is not only a matter of
quantity of the resources but also quality of the resources found. To be able to provide the
exact information in a reasonable time, a search engine should incorporate the human
intelligence to answer various questions. Therefore, the goal of this dissertation is to
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study critical research issues in designing and implementing a semantic-enabled
geospatial search engine.
Considering the shortcomings of existing systems, there are three critical problems to
be solved:


How to enable the automatic discovery of geospatial data that exists in a
distributed computing environment?
The richness and completeness of the backend data bank of a search engine
determines its popularity. For example, Yahoo!, whose database is collected by
humans, is readily surpassed by Google, which employs a machine robot to collect
the Web data automatically. The Web has three characteristics that make automatic
discovery (crawling) very difficult. First, the data on the Web is voluminous. Second,
the status of the Web changes rapidly due to network, maintenance, and other reasons.
Third, although the number of geospatial data and Web services is increasing
dramatically, it is still a tiny small portion in comparison to the whole volume of the
Web. Therefore, to locate them quickly and accurately on the Web to support decision
making becomes a great challenge. A novel solution for the automatic discovery of
geospatial data is discussed in Chapter 2, while the discovery of OGC (Open
Geospatial Consortium) Web Map Services (WMSs) is taken as a case study.

 How to conduct semantic related reasoning effectively?
The performance of a search engine relies heavily on how well it can understand the
semantics of a user query as well as how fast it can provide a satisfactory answer.
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This is the task of semantic reasoning. The basis for semantic reasoning is the KB
from where the machine can infer new facts and knowledge. Therefore, defining a
semantic schema and choosing a suitable formal language to represent the knowledge
accordingly are essential to the success of a semantic reasoning engine. Propositional
Logic (PL) can greatly reduce the computational complexity; however, it is not
expressive enough for knowledge representation because the atomic unit for
expressing knowledge is a statement, not individual words. In contrast, First-Order
Logic (FOL) can express facts like natural language, but the reasoning task for FOL
is a NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial) problem. How to implement an efficient
reasoning service to balance between the expressiveness of a formal language and
the computational complexity of reasoning is another question that this dissertation
answers.
 How to provide a proper ranking algorithm to improve the performance of the
search engine?
Ranking helps a search engine to present the most relevant information at the top of
the search results. Most search engine users only view the top 30-50 results, so even
if the best answer exists in a result set, if it is not ranked highly by the tool, users will
have a low chance of viewing it. In fact, ranking can be viewed as a similarity
measurement process. All the available data resources can be considered objects with
attributes and inter-relationships. Measuring how similar the objects are becomes a
key issue. Usually, the objects are stored in a domain KB; when the size of the KB
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increases,

the

difficulty

of

providing

a

complete

similarity

matrix

(Time-Completeness Tradeoff) between each of the two terms becomes critical. In
this dissertation, a machine learning algorithm-- a multi-layer feed forward neural
network is proposed to learn and produce the similarity matrix automatically.
1.6 Summary of Contribution
The contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
For the problem of automatic geospatial data discovery:
In Chapter 2, a novel algorithm is proposed based on conditional probability model
and an associated Web crawler was developed to extend and improve the performance of
existing crawling technologies in discovering the distributed geospatial data
automatically. The purpose is to process Web URLs that are most likely to be WMSs
earlier or to process webpages that are the most likely to contain WMSs faster.
The original contributions of this part of the work are:


Significantly enhance the crawling effectiveness by proposing an accumulative
conditional probability model and developing a crawler prototype.



The automatic update mechanism keeps all the discovery geospatial WMSs
up-to-date.



Scientific discovery on distribution pattern of WMSs: dispersed globally and
clustered locally.
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Following this pattern, the OpenGIS community would be able to build a larger and
more open environment for geospatial information sharing and interoperating. The above
findings also provide effective guidance and principles for designing an efficient
crawling engine to discover WMSs. Since the WMSs are Web services in nature, the
algorithms used for discovering WMSs are also applicable for discovering other types of
Web services. In addition, with the significant number of services identified by the
proposed crawler, semantic relationships can be analyzed based on the content described
in the capability file of each service and a KB can be built to allow semantic query from
available services to enhance traditional search ability, as discussed in the following
Chapter.
For the problem of knowledge-based reasoning:
In Chapter 3, a logical schema is proposed to abstract, map, and model the geospatial
knowledge in the hydrology domain. A Web-based tool was also designed and developed
for collaboratively populating the knowledge by users with different backgrounds. In
addition, a semantic reasoning procedure was implemented for locating all the suitable
data resources to enhance the performance of the geospatial search engine.
The primary contributions are:


The proposed semantic schema that models hydrology knowledge enables intelligent
reasoning for query expansion.



The collaborative development tool reduces input specification requirements,
therefore decreasing the registration burden by ontology contributors.
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The semantic reasoning model allows users to discover the right dataset needed
without requiring expert-level knowledge.
The proposed semantic reasoning has inspired work in various directions. Different

parts of the IR process can be augmented with semantic information. It is also becoming
the core part for building a semantic search engine.
For the problem of semantic similarity determination:
In Chapter 4, a neural network based feature matching model is proposed to measure
the similarity among spatial objects automatically. The collection and ontological
modeling of spatial objects, the calculation of contribution for each feature of any two
spatial objects and the neural network design are introduced. Compared to other existing
methodologies, this approach has significant advantages in terms of:


Providing a solution that can solve the large-scale similarity measurement problem
automatically.



The machine ‗expert,‘ who gains the prior knowledge from training the neural
network, provides an accurate similarity measures that can simulate human‘s
recognition of similarity.
Given that semantic reasoning helps to find all suitable resources from the data

repositories, semantic similarity measurement helps users to find the ‗best‘ resource. By
employing this technology, not only all related terms can be acquired, but also the
relatedness can be quantified. Therefore, the recall rate of the geospatial search engine
can be substantially improved.
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The above discussion constitutes the theoretical contribution of this dissertation.
Practically, this dissertation also verifies the feasibility of the proposed methodologies in
support of real world applications.
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Chapter 2 Data Discovery: An Active Crawler to Discover
Distributed Web Resources

2.1 Introduction
The development of geospatial information acquisition methods helps to collect huge
amounts of geospatial information. In 2006 alone, the NASA‘s Earth Observing System
Data and Information System (EOSDIS) produced over 3 terabytes (TB) of Earth system
science data on a daily basis [52]). As discussed in Chapter 1, the geospatial information
is widely utilized in multiple applications. However, the data are archived in various
forms, and the geospatial applications, provided by different vendors, are highly
heterogeneous in data representation, storage, and access [12]. The heterogeneity makes
it difficult to share and exchange geospatial information.
To solve this heterogeneity problem and to facilitate better sharing of geospatial
information, standards have been adopted by a variety of organizations. In 1994 the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC), the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), and the
International Organization for Standardization/Technical Committee 211 (ISO/TC211)
were established to develop a series of specifications and standards, such as FGDC
Metadata Content Standards [53], WMS [54], Web Feature Service (WFS; [55]), and
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Web Coverage Service (WCS; [56]). Most of the specifications leverage GWSs, also
referred to as Distributed Geospatial Information Services (DGIS, [57]-[58]), to facilitate
the sharing of geospatial information. The GWS defines software component interfaces
that provide access to geospatial information through HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol)-based queries.
For example, the WMS defines the interface for accessing geospatial data uniformly
from remote servers in a standard format, such as PNG (Portable Network Graphics) and
GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), through HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). Three
WMS operations are defined and used in the following sequence: 1) "GetCapabilities"
requests the service metadata; (2) "GetMap" requests a static map according to given
geospatial and other parameters; and (3) "GetFeatureInfo" requests data of selected
features. The three operations are issued to a WMS in the general format of
http://WMS_URL? Request=Operations&Service=WMS&Version=1.*.* through the
HTTP POST or GET protocols. The procedure allows WMS to integrate different
geospatial information and services at the mapping level. Figure 2.1 shows a WMS link
residing in a webpage as a hyperlink.
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Figure 2.1. WMS‘s Appearance on the Web: A web page may contain an anchor text
with a Web link. The link may refer to a WMS URL for invoking a WMS capability file
that describes basic service information for the WMS.
Other GWSs are defined to address interoperability at different levels, such as how
WFS supports interoperation among vector data encapsulated by GML (Geographic
Markup Language) and how WCS supports interoperation of geospatial data (such as
GeoTIFF). The difference is that WMS provides an image map rather than the raw data
[54]. WFS and WCS provide raw data to the client, as the data are generally geometric
objects/features described by a set of vertexes and slightly primitive [55], which is not
immediately visible compared to a static image returned by the WMS. Therefore, the
implementation logic of WFS and WCS at the client side would be more complex.
The increased popularity of these standards has led to an increasing number of GWSs
becoming publicly available on the Internet. Recently, researchers have explored
automatic assembly of multiple GWSs to build distributed geospatial information systems
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utilizing service chaining [59][60], Web service ontology modeling [61] and knowledge
reasoning [62]. Besides, international organizations (e.g. OASIS and OGC) are
discussing potential specifications, such as OASIS ebXML Registry Profile for Web
Ontology Language [63] and OGC Catalogue Services - OWL Application Profile of
CSW [64], to enable semantic description of Web service feature types, properties and
science content in the registry to enhance keyword based search.
The prerequisite of all the above work is to have a significant number of live GWSs
available [65]. Therefore, discovering the services in the open and dynamic environment
of the Internet becomes a critical task [66][67]. Among several approaches for
discovering GWSs, a centralized catalog with registered services is the most popular
[68][69]. The catalog approach helps users to discover GWSs; however, it is based on the
premise that service providers have registered their services in the catalog and the
services are registered with correct classifications and with updated information. This
assumption is frequently not met because many service providers do not register their
services, and many service metadata entries in catalogs are not updated in a timely
fashion [70][71].
The second approach is to utilize popular search engines, e.g. Google, to discover the
services. But the popular search engines aim to answer generic queries by treating all the
keywords evenly without considering the characteristics of GWSs. Although the number
of existing GWSs is considerable, they are still a very small portion compared to the
information volume on the Web. And the ranking mechanism of Google is based on the
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number and weight of other links pointing to a certain webpage, which is not measured
by the Quality Of the Services (QoS). So if only relying on Google to search, the needed
service will be flooded and hidden in a long list of search results. Researchers have found
that the Googled WMS, WFS and other accessible GWSs significantly under-represent
the available OGC services [72]. Moreover, the GWSs always exist on webpages that are
geospatial related, whereas Google‘s method is to crawl the entire web, which is not
necessary here.
Observing the shortcomings of the two previous approaches, development of an
efficient domain-specific crawling algorithm and the implementation of such a crawler
becomes a compelling solution [73]. A domain specific crawler can improve search
ability in both technical and economical perspectives. Technically, it is becoming
increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for the general crawler to index the entire
contents of the Web [74]. It is also an economic hurdle to build such a large-scale index
database for a crawler. In addition, a domain-specific crawler can improve the quality of
searches in terms of (1) allowing searches of pages that are currently not searchable from
the general search engines, (2) providing a more up-to-date search, and (3) providing
improved accuracy and extra features not possible with general search engines [75]. In
the field of automatic WMS discovery, there is a so-called ‗WMS-Crawler,‘ which crawls
on the Web to find a hyperlink indicating a WMS and tries to parse it with a WMS
Capabilities analyzer. This approach is promising; although unfortunately there are very
few WMS-crawlers implemented and the performance of existing crawlers (RR1,
[67][76]) is not satisfying. This Chapter focuses on the research of the GWS crawling
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algorithm [77] to: 1) address the shortcomings of both current catalogs and general search
engines, 2) propose an ATF based conditional probability model to allow fast and
automatic discovery and update of GWS on the Web, and 3) implement a high
performance search engine which can be easily integrated into catalogs and a quality of
service environment to support future automatic and smart service chaining. The
discovery of WMSs is taken as an example.
2.2 Crawler Architecture
The crawler developed for WMS (2.2) includes Crawling Entry, Buffer, SourcePage
Analyzer, Filter, Repository, R/R Handler, XML Resolver, and a database to archive the
WMS and relevant metadata discovery.

Figure 2.2 Crawler Architecture [78].
Crawling Entry is where the crawler starts to work. One or more seeding Web URLs
are either identified by users or fetched automatically from the Repository. The
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concurrent multi-threading technique detailed in Section 2.3.3 is used to crawl the Web
for improving efficiency.
Buffer selectively caches web source code linked by URL. Different from other
generic crawlers in caching all the Web documents they crawled for re-visit, our buffer
only caches those having the possibility of containing a WMS URL by recognizing WMS
characteristics: webpages not containing WMS URLs when crawled will have a low
possibility of containing a WMS URL later on and are discarded. The hyperlinks cached
in the buffer would be exported and stored to hard disk periodically. Once an unexpected
error occurs, the crawling process can be recovered by loading the recorded information
back to the memory. This buffering strategy helps reduce memory waste, lower the
maintenance cost, as well as tolerate fault during crawling.
SourcePage Analyzer is used to analyze the web source code that has been cached in
the buffer. It extracts all out-links and transforms the relative URLs of the links into
absolute URLs. After completing the process, Analyzer removes the source code based
on the strategy adopted for the buffer module. Then the URL goes to Filter, which
utilizes priorities based on the probability of linking to a WMS before putting URLs into
the repository. The Filter also filters out repeated URLs that already exist in the URL
repository.
The repository maintains the URLs crawled using a priority queue, which is divided
into several segments based on importance. R/R (Request/Response) Handler gets the
URL at the head of the repository and sends the WMS GetCapabilities requests to the
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server specified by the URL. The responses are parsed by the XML Resolver to validate
the URL‘s status using the WMS tags, such as <WMS_Capabilities/>, <Service>, and
<layer>. Once a WMS is found, metadata information such as layer numbers, service
bounding box, spatial coverage, supported mapping projections as well as other QoS
related information, including availability (whether a Web service is present or ready for
immediate use), latency (the round trip time between sending a request and receiving the
response) would be extracted and stored into the service catalog. The automatic metadata
update will update the catalog periodically by a complementary model detailed in Section
2.3.4.
2.3. Techniques for improving WMS crawler
2.3.1 Prioritized Crawling: An ATF based Conditional Probability Model
It is very inefficient for a WMS crawler to visit all webpages on the Internet only to
find a tiny part of needed resources. Therefore, quicker access to a webpage with a WMS
URL will improve the performance. This efficiency can be achieved by assigning
crawling priorities to webpages and URLs. Given a URL u , the probability of u
referring to a WMS can be determined as follows.
Definition 1: Given a URL

u , the probability of

u

is defined as

P(u) (UP,WP)(u) , where UP(u) denotes to URL priority and WP(u) denotes to

priority of the webpage from which u is extracted, both UP(u) and WP(u) have the
same range {0,1, 2,3} .
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The URL priority UP(u) is determined according to the characteristic of a WMS. 1)
The WMS is exposed in the format of a URL, which can handle a client‘s request through
KVP (Keyword Value Pair) encoding, thus the URL must be linked to an active web page
instead of a static webpage. Therefore, URLs linking to static webpages would not be
considered as WMSs. But considering that the static webpages that the URLs link to
might contain information related to a WMS, the crawler still reserve them but assign
them the lowest priority UP(u) 3 . Some well-known image/document/video/audio
formats can be excluded.
Higher priority would be given to the active pages. An Accumulated Term
Frequency (ATF) based analysis is performed and the initial priority levels (
UP(u) 0, 1 or 2 ) are assigned based on the elementary statistical results.

The

statistical priorities change dynamically when more WMSs are identified. To obtain this
information, the system maintains a list containing terms (atomic substrings extracted
from URL string) in descending order of their frequencies. Initially, based on the first N
(we chose N=50) WMSs found, we extracted the terms from their URL strings and
calculated the TF values. Then the list was divided into three equal parts, the top one has
the highest priority ( Pr(t ) 0 , t is any term in the top part), the middle one has the
second highest priority ( Pr(t ) 1 ) and the bottom one has the priority Pr(t ) 2 . Each
time a URL u

is crawled, all the atomic substrings of the URL except

protocol/hostname are extracted, represented by Tu

{t1, t2 ... tn} . The priority UP(u) is

determined

term

by

the

highest

priority
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of

ti in

Tu

,

namely

UP(u) min{Pr(t1 ), Pr(t2 ) ... Pr(tn )} (Smaller value means higher priority). If there is no
occurrence of ti in the list, the priority is assigned as Pr (ti )

2 . If this URL is later

justified as a WMS URL, all terms will be extracted and both the term occurrences and
frequencies will be updated. For example, suppose list L contains five terms in current
stage, which is L = {"request=GetCapabilities"( t1 ), 20; "service=WMS" ( t2 ), 16;
"version=1.1.0" ( t3 ), 10; "cgi-bin" ( t4 ), 3; "servlet" ( t5 ), 3} in descending order of TF
value. According to the section partition, the top two will be given the highest priority
(0), namely Pr(t1 )

Pr(t2 ) 0 , the following two have priority Pr(t3 ) Pr(t4 ) 1 and

the last one has lowest priority among the current terms Pr (t5 ) 2 . When a new URL

ux
(http://hazards.fema.gov/wmsconnector/wmsconnector/Servlet/NFHL?request=GetCapab
ilities&service=WMS) is retrieved, the atomic substrings are extracted as Tu x
{"wmsconnector,"

"wmsconnector,"

"Servlet,"

"request=GetCapabilities,"

"service=WMS," "NFHL"}. According to the definition of UP , we obtain that

UP(ux ) min{Pr(ti ), ti L} min{2,2,2,1,0} 0 . As ux is testified as a WMS URL later
on, all the terms in Tu x will be combined with those in L . The new L with updated
TF is L ={"request=GetCapabilities" ( t1 ), 21; "service=WMS" ( t2 ), 17; "version=1.1.1" (

t3 ), 10; "servlet" ( t4 ), 4; "cgi-bin" ( t5 ), 3; "wmsconnector" ( t6 ), 2; "NFHL" ( t7 ), 1}.
Partitioning L into three Sections, the priority for each term is obtained as:

Pr(t1 ) Pr(t2 ) Pr(t3 ) 0 , Pr(t4 ) Pr(t5 ) 1 and Pr(t6 ) Pr(t7 ) 2 , which would
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be used for future UP judgment. Through a continuously learning process, the size of

L increases gradually to generate an enriched controlled vocabulary, which contains
fundamental semantic information to guide future crawling jobs.
Based on Definition 1, the priority for URLs can be formalized as:

P(u1 | UP(u1 ) i) P(u2 | UP(u2 )

j) , where i, j {0,1,2,3} and i

j

[1]

, which means that, if the URL Priority of u1 is higher (smaller in value) than that of u2 ,
the probability that u1 is a WMS URL is larger than the probability that u2 is a WMS
URL.
By investigating webpages that may contain a WMS URL, the probability of
webpages containing keywords [Web Map Service] (we define WP(u) 0 ) is higher
than those containing [WMS, Service] (defining WP(u) 1 ), which is higher than that of
those containing [WMS, Server] (defining WP(u) 2 ), which is higher than any others
that do not contain these keywords (defining WP(u) 3 ). To verify this hypothesis, the
top 400 webpages returned from the Google search engine with the above query
keywords were collected; tests show that 16% of the webpages that contain [Web Map
Service] contain a WMS URL in the source code, and the ratio is 13.25% and 10% for
those containing [WMS service] and [WMS server] respectively. Those pages without the
keywords have a ratio of having a WMS URL near zero. So the priority of a webpage that
may

contain

a

WMS

URL
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can

be

formalized

as:

P(u1 | WP(u1 ) i,UP(u1 ) k ) P(u2 | WP(u2 )

j,UP(u2 ) k ) , where i, j, k {0,1,2,3} and i
[2]

, which means that when the UP of two URLs are equal, a lower WP implies a higher
probability that it refers to a WMS.
2.3.2 Priority Queue
A new URL found from webpage out-links will be inserted into a priority queue (Figure
2.3) based on UP and WP defined by equations [1] and [2]. The URLs in the front of
the queue have higher priorities and the queue is dynamic when inserting new URLs:

UP decides which section the newly crawled URL belongs to and WP decides the
position of a URL in a section. For URLs with the same priority, the latest crawled URL
will be inserted behind those crawled previously. By this strategy, the crawling path is
determined and recorded dynamically into the priority queue.

Figure 2.3 Data Structure of the Priority Queue.
2.3.3 Multi-thread
Crawling webpages to find URLs and analyzing webpages to find WMSs are the most
time consuming components of the crawler. The processes are independent from each
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other except when they try to access the same section of the queue. Therefore, two groups
of multi-threads can be utilized to speed up the crawling and analysis respectively: 1)
Group one crawls the WWW, extracts URLs, and inserts the extracted URLs into a
priority queue. 2) Group two picks URLs from the priority queue and sends
GetCapabilities requests to determine whether the URLs refer to live WMSs and updates
the catalog. The priority queue is set as a critical section for the two thread groups. The
concurrent threading could speed up the crawling but there are an optimal number of
threads for performance tested in Section 2.5.1.
2.3.4 Automatic Update
The automatic update module (Figure 2.4) is adopted to keep the WMS metadata
up-to-date in the catalog and resolve the metadata for service and layers. It works in two
modes: 1) Message driven: when a WMS is retrieved by the crawler, the automatic
update module will be invoked to resolve metadata; 2) Re-visit control: periodically, the
module will pull the records out from the catalog and communicate with WMS servers to
get the updated metadata. If the server is unavailable, the module will record it as an error
and update the ‗reason of unavailability‘ column in the catalog. The module could be
added to scheduled tasks, so the operating system can invoke the module periodically to
revisit and update WMSs‘ status. The revisit period can be of any length, depending on
the liveliness requirement of various application systems. The WMS typically do not
change as frequently as news websites do. Therefore, the update can be conducted as
infrequently as once per day. Meanwhile, separating this module from the crawler
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architecture helps to isolate this time-consuming process from the crawling tasks, so the
automatic status update can be conducted in parallel with the crawling process. In this
way, crawling efficiency is improved and the design complexity is reduced.

Figure 2.4 The WMS Metadata Automatic Update Module.
2.3.5 Algorithm Description
Figure 2.5 depicts the crawler‘s main procedure that manages two thread groups:
CrawlWebPage and CheckWMSSite. Data structure URL_queue is the priority queue.
The crawler‘s URL priority determination is implemented by function Priority() in Figure
2.6. Resolving the XML files returned from WMS is implemented in function Resolve()
in Figure 2.7. The two thread groups maintain two cursors to the priority queue, one for
crawling the Web, and the other for checking WMS URLs. Any group that reaches the
end of the URL_queue will be suspended until a new URL is inserted.
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Figure 2.5. Pseudocode of Main Procedure.

Figure 2.6. Pseudocode for Crawler ThreadGroup1.
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Figure 2.7 Pseudocode for Crawler ThreadGroup2.
2.4. Prototype Implementation
The proposed techniques were implemented to improve efficiency into a prototype based
on Microsoft .net framework. The main goal of the prototype is to enable an end user to
customize the process of WMS crawling and to monitor system resource usage during
crawling. The prototype is open-source and accessible through a SVN (SubVersion)
server. Major technical details are as follows:


Crawler is coded using Visual C++, and the Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the

crawler is created using MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class)


Automatic update model is coded using Visual Basic Script and is made executable

using Windows Task Scheduler


Backend database adopts Microsoft SQL Server 2005 SP1, and its connection with

the crawler is through Microsoft‘s ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) driver.
Figure 2.8 shows the GUI designed for a general user to utilize the prototype of the
proposed crawler. The top to bottom of the left side of the GUI is designated as the start
point of the crawler; crawler status reports, including start time and duration of the
crawling task; the number of crawling threads of the two groups; search results, including
webpages that have been crawled and the WMS address if any WMS is found. The right
side of the GUI shows statistical information including average processing speed and
hardware usage for monitoring the crawler‘s status.
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Figure 2.8. GUI of the Crawler.
The sequence diagram of the crawler can be illustrated in figure 2.9.
(1)

Designate the start URL(s) and send requests to the crawler;

(2)

Crawler sends HTTP GET Request to remote Web server;

(3)

Return source code of the webpage to the crawler;

(4)

Crawler resolves the source code, extracts all the URL addresses that exist on the

webpage as hyperlinks or common text, then puts them into priority queue according to
their priority;
(5)

Crawler returns the accessed URL address to the client side for display;
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(6)

If crawler finds a similar-WMS service, sends GetCapabilities request;

(7)

Capability file returns to crawler;

(8)

Determines whether the URL is linked to a WMS server;

(9)

Return the WMS URLs to client for displaying;

(10)

Client and crawler communicate to get the status information while crawling.
For these functions, (2)-(5) are accomplished by thread group1 in modules

Sourcepage Analyzer and Filter. (6)-(9) are accomplished by thread group2 in modules
R/R Handler and XML Resolver.

Figure 2.9. User Sequence Diagram.
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2.5. Crawler Evaluation.
This Section compares the performance of the proposed crawler to that of other popular
crawlers, and evaluates how well the proposed crawler performs with and without certain
optional algorithms. The tests were conducted on a computer with a Pentium(R) 4
3.4GHz CPU, 4 GB of RAM and a 100Mbps Internet connection. The test includes three
parts: a) efficiency b) coverage and timeliness, and 3) precision.
2.5.1 Efficiency Improvement by Concurrent Threads
Since the operating system (OS) only allocates limited CPU cycles and memory to
execute a thread, it is very hard to speed up a single thread within a single program.
Multithreading, which increases the utilization of a single CPU core, leverages
thread-level parallelism. Especially when a thread gets a lot of cache misses, the other
threads can take advantage of unused computing resources to continue the crawling task.
This leads to faster overall execution and higher system throughput. However, multiple
threads also interfere with each other due to the sharing of hardware resources and thus
generate critical inter-thread communication overhead. The optimal number of threads is
a balance between the tasks and the computing resources including CPU, memory, hard
disk, and network bandwidth. The threading algorithm introduced in Section 2.3.5
generates one group of threads performing crawling tasks, and another group of threads
performing determination tasks.
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Figure 2.10 Crawling Speed with Different Numbers of Concurrent Threads.
Figure 2.10 demonstrates that: 1) with only one crawling thread and one
determination thread, the crawler's throughput is very low; 2) when the number of
crawling and determination threads increases up to 10 each, the crawler's throughput
increases dramatically. Through successive tests, we determined that having 72 crawling
threads and 72 determination threads optimized the throughput (of course, this result only
applies to the tested computing environment). Equal numbers of threads were chosen for
crawling and determination because the initial experiments showed that this approach
optimized throughput.
It is also important that a crawler behaves politely to remote servers while
maintaining a high crawling speed. If a crawler is performing many requests per second,
the server performance could be negatively impacted. When calculating the crawling
speed from the optimized thread groups (72,72) obtained from the above experiment, the
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proposed crawler averages 0.5 seconds per page, which is consistent with the polite
access interval (1-second-per-page result) proposed by Dill [79]). In addition, the priority
determination mechanism introduced in the crawling algorithm helps the crawler to
gather high priority pages first. Unlike general search engines that tend to crawl a
webpage hosted by a server regardless of its format and content, the proposed crawler
restricts its access to WMS-relevant webpages by ATF matching. Both the crawling
policy and observation from real-world experiments verifies that the proposed crawler
acts politely to remote web servers.
2.5.2 Coverage and Timeliness Compared to Other WMS Crawlers
Coverage and timeliness of the proposed crawler are compared to those of RR,
Skylab, and GIDB (http://columbo.nrlssc.navy.mil/ogcwms/servlet/WMSServlet?). The
other crawlers‘ results (a list of WMSs) were obtained from their official site, the
duplicates and dead links were removed and non-WMS results (such as WFS, WCS or
WPS) were filtered out because we are only interested in comparing WMSs. The
"liveliness" of services and layers were determined by downloading and parsing
capabilities of WMSs. (Term "liveliness" denotes whether the WMS referenced by a
URL is actually alive and accessible.)
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of Crawlers (GIDB, Skylab, RR and the proposed crawler)
Coverage of WMSs.
Figure 2.11 shows, for each crawler, the claimed number of WMSs, the actual
number of live WMSs found, the number of unique WMS hosts, and the total number of
live layers. As of December 2008, the proposed crawler had the best performance, with
1126 WMSs found. In decreasing order of performance, RR found 805 WMSs, Skylab
found 701 WMSs and GIDB found 611 WMSs. As RR, Skylab and GIDB rely heavily on
Google‘s API and only match the specific format of "request=GetCapabilities" without
considering other characteristic of a WMS, these crawlers fail to recognize many valid
results even though they were found by Google. The proposed crawler is different in that
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it takes into account the WMS web locations and the features indicated by their URLs in
order to create a conditional probability based model to locate WMS quickly and
accurately.
In terms of timeliness, all of the other crawlers that were tested had a significant
number of dead links in their results. When employing these results into practical
applications, the system performance would drop dramatically due to dead WMS reports,
which is a great drawback of existing crawlers. In contrast, the liveliness of WMSs found
by the proposed crawler is 100%. The proposed crawler‘s automatic updating algorithm,
described in Section 2.3.4, enables the high liveliness rate.
Interestingly, although the proposed crawler discovered more live WMSs than the
RR crawler, the number of unique hosts where the services were located was almost the
same for both crawlers. An explanation is that Google (RR relies on Google API) has the
advantage of a very large-scale cache that can be easily searched, even though it is not
designed for domain-specific crawling. However, Google limits its crawl depth by its PR
value [80], so some webpages that have higher WP or UP but lower PR will not be
crawled. In contrast, the proposed crawler is better at analyzing and fully extracting
WMSs from webpages in a single host. The reason for this improvement is that the
proposed algorithm considers the characteristics of WMSs and employs a text analyzing
technique combined with a pure hyperlink analysis.
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2.5.3 Quickness in Locating WMSs and Findings Regarding WMS Distribution
The priority queue based on a conditional probability model is adopted to make the
proposed crawler find WMSs more quickly. This experiment evaluates the proposed
algorithm in comparison to a pure FIFO algorithm. The parameter "quickness" (3) is used
to measure how fast a crawler is able to identify a WMS.

Quickness

Number of WMSs Found
Total Webpage crawled

(3)

Notice that the quality of seed URLs will greatly affect the experimental results. Bad
seeds may lead to a very time-consuming crawling without any WMSs found. To conduct
a meaningful crawl, the crawler could start from a popular geospatial website (retrieved
from general search engines by the keywords provided in Section 2.3.1), or it could start
from a web server that hosts a WMS or that has hosted WMSs before (as given by results
of existing crawlers). Choosing one of these servers as a starting point is useful because it
is more likely for such servers to host new WMS or link to other websites that host a
WMS. In this experiment, the seeds that were chosen are: 1) National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA): http://www.nasa.gov, 2) National Oceanic and
Atmospheric

Administration

(NOAA):

http://www.noaa.gov,

and

3)

OpenGIS

consortium (OGC): http://www.opengeospatial.org. Among these seeds, both the NASA
and NOAA seed URLs are located on the crawling path of the OGC seed, which means
that all the WMSs that are found by starting from NASA and NOAA‘s webpage can be
retrieved by starting from the OGC website. Here extracting them out as independent
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seeds makes the discovery process more effective by avoiding unnecessary crawling jobs.
But the OGC website is still an important seed because WMSs that are not located in the
NASA and NOAA‘s reachable network may connect from other links in the OGC
website.
Figure 2.12 was generated from the experimental results of crawling the first 40,000
webpages starting at NASA, NOAA, and OGC. In those results, 23 WMSs were found.
The figure shows that both algorithms have similar trends because of the FIFO algorithm
utilized. However, the proposed algorithm, which applies an ATF-based conditional
probability model to FIFO, is obviously faster than the pure FIFO algorithm. For example,
when crawling 50% of the total pages, the proposed algorithm had found nearly 90% of
the WMSs, while pure FIFO had only found 50% of those. After crawling 90% of the
total pages, the proposed algorithm had found all of the WMSs, but the pure FIFO
algorithm only found 90% of the WMSs. This difference is because the ATF-based
conditional probability model is able to learn from past results and rank the frequencies
of terms in the WMS vocabulary progressively. This way, irrelevant portions of the Web
are filtered out and the crawling scope is narrowed down so that URLs that are more
likely to be a WMS can be crawled earlier.
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Figure 2.12 Quickness in Finding WMS by FIFO with and without ATF based
Conditional Probability Model applied.
Figure 2.12 demonstrates an interesting finding in the distribution pattern of WMSs.
The curves (for our algorithm and FIFO) go up quickly from 40% to 50% of crawled
webpages (on the x axis), which means that the crawler quickly found a lot of WMSs
(nearly 40% of all, as shown on the y axis), but from 60% to 100% of crawled webpages
(on the x axis), the curve is steady and only 10% of total WMSs were found. This
experiment was also conducted by crawling from other candidate seeds, such as (1)
geoportal (http://geoportal.gc.ca/index_en.html), (2) the atlas of Canada (http://
atlas.gc.ca), (3) German Aerospace Center (http://www.dlr.de/en/desktopdefault.aspx),
and (4) British Geological Survey (http://www.bgs.ac.uk/). All the experiments showed
similar trends of WMS distribution – they are dispersed globally and clustered locally. It
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is not hard to see that the WMSs are located in different countries, which are dispersed
widely on the Web. While in a virtual place of the Web, the publishers/researchers for
WMSs are usually limited to the geospatial domain and they usually link to other WMS
publishers with similar topics. Therefore, a small-scale linkage graph for WMSs is
formed. However if WMSs were distributed evenly, the precision curve would be a
straight line as depicted in Figure 2.12.
To furthermore validate this finding, we compared both the geographic and the web
distributions of WMSs retrieved by the proposed crawler and by the RR crawler. Results
showed that the total 1126 (611 from GIDB and 515 from others) WMSs the proposed
crawler found are scattered in eighteen countries (shown in Figure 2.13.b light red and
red bars). The United States hosts the most WMSs (852), followed by Germany (145),
Canada (42), Spain (38), Netherlands (12), Switzerland (6), Czech Republic (6), Australia
(5), United Kingdom (4), and others (17). The WMSs found by RR (figure 2.13. a) are
located in twenty countries, mainly in United States, Germany, Canada, Spain, Czech
Republic, Australia, Russian Federation, Netherlands, etc. Results from both crawlers
illustrated the clustering of WMSs as well. On average, the proposed crawler found eight
services per server, while the RR crawler found six services per server.
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a) Global Distribution of WMSs found by RR (by December 2008)

b) Global Distribution of WMS found by the Proposed Crawler (by December 2008 and
June 2009)
Figure 2.13. Comparison of global distribution of WMSs found by RR and. Red bars
(including light red) are the WMS distribution identified by both crawlers in December,
2008. Green bars in b) demonstrate the increased WMSs from December 2008 to June
2009. Light red bars in b) show the WMSs that were available in December, 2008 but
were unavailable in June 2009. All light red, red and green bars use the same scale,
shown in red in legends in a) and b). The legend in b) only shows numbers that don‘t
exist in the legend of a). (To illustrate the results on the map clearly, the lengths of some
of the bars are not to scale.)
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The web diffusion of WMS servers was also observed over time (using a 6 month
frame) to illustrate distribution variation. By June 2009, the proposed crawler had
identified 228 more live WMSs clustered on 68 Web servers (green bars in figure 2.13 b)
than found by December 2008 (Figure 2.11). The US had the biggest increase in absolute
number (146). Services in Europe had increased by 78, which were distributed among
Norway (60), Sweden (11), Denmark (5), France (1) and Finland (1). The crawler had
also found 4 more WMSs in Canada. However, 168 WMSs (light red bars in figure 2.13
b) identified by December 2008 became dead by June 2009. This phenomenon reflects
the fact that the stability cycle of a WMS is short. Although more WMSs are becoming
available to provide online geospatial data services, they still lack effective maintenance
methods. Meanwhile, the frequent changes of WMS hosting makes it hard for current
catalogs to adapt. Therefore, these proposed crawling techniques can automatically detect
the changes, the instability of WMSs creates a very challenging issue within the
geospatial community.
In total, the unique web servers hosting these WMSs increased to 186 and on average
there were 6.38 services per web server. These results still show that WMSs are highly
clustered. Note that although the crawling task has been conducted for a long time and a
significant number of WMSs have been identified, a big vacuum remains in Asian and
African countries. In contrast, countries like the United States and Canada in North
America and European countries like Norway, Sweden and Denmark all have significant
contributions to the total WMSs. This may reflect the fact that the research of GWSs and
interoperability in some Asian and African countries need great advancement.
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Overall, the trends shown in Figure 2.13 demonstrate the clumped distribution of
WMSs. This distribution pattern indicates that WMSs can be more effectively discovered
by designing a focused and small-scale crawler than by relying on general search engines
like Google. "Small-scale" is a relative measurement compared to the total size of the
Web, estimated to be more than 17.27 billion (indexable) pages [81]. In total, the
proposed crawler crawled around 1.3 million webpages. In comparison to Google, which
uses more than 100,000 servers [82] to conduct crawling tasks, the design of the proposed
crawler leads to large savings in computing resources, network bandwidth and crawling
costs.
2.6. Summary
This chapter proposed a conditional probabilistic algorithm in improving crawling for
quickly discovering GWSs. Multiple techniques, such as a priority queue and
multithreading, are adopted to improve the crawling process in the development of the
proposed crawler. The methodology, algorithm, and system architecture are described in
detail. Performance evaluations are conducted from two points of view: 1) with and
without improvement mechanisms and 2) comparing the proposed crawler to the three
other popular GWS crawlers. Results demonstrate that the proposed crawler performs
better than the others, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, with the techniques
adopted. Furthermore, the clumped distribution of WMSs was discovered: they are
globally dispersed and locally clustered. Following this pattern, the Open GIS community
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would be able to build a larger and more open environment for geospatial information
sharing and interoperating.
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Chapter 3 Semantic Reasoning: Logic Interpretation from Domain
Knowledge Base

3.1 Introduction
Reasoning is the cognitive process of looking for reasons for beliefs, conclusions,
actions, or feelings [83]. Based on the prior knowledge and the reasoning rules, new
knowledge can be inferred [84]. The study of reasoning stems from philosophy, which
studies how reasoning enables conclusions to be drawn and why some reasoning
approaches are more efficient or appropriate than others. In psychology, researchers tend
to study how people recognize, learn, and perform reasoning. After the invention of the
digital computer in mid 20th century, "reasoning like a human" has become a long-term
dream and goal for computer science and AI research. Based on insights from both
philosophy and psychology, AI researchers can generate abstractions and build a
computational model to simulate the human learning process on a computer and imitate
human intelligence. One of the most dramatic accomplishments was the performance of
the famous chess computer Deep Blue, which beat the world chess champion Garry
Kasparov in 1997. After two convincing victories in 2005 and 2006, it appears that AI
chess programs can now defeat even the strongest chess players [85].
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Knowledge based reasoning consists of two main research branches: numerical
reasoning and logical reasoning. Logical reasoning conducts inductive or deductive
reasoning in explicitly defined logics using a set of inference rules. Numerical reasoning
relies on statistical analysis and neurological and evolutionary theory to simulate how the
human brain reasons based on existing knowledge.

3.1.1 Logical Reasoning
Logical reasoning has three sub-branches: deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning,
and abductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning determines conclusions based on inference
rules and preconditions. Inductive reasoning determines the rule from the KB itself, based
on given preconditions and conclusions. Finally, abductive reasoning determines the
preconditions that support the conclusion based on given logic rules. Logical reasoning
has been extensively studied [86]-[90], but has received renewed interest as several
reasoning tools have been developed to work directly on OWL files, including Racer [91],
Jena [92], Fact++ [93], and Pellet [94]. These reasoning tools rely on forward chaining or
backward chaining strategies to realize deduction, induction or abduction.
Forward chaining is a form of logical reasoning that progresses from what is known
towards a desired solution. Using available data, a forward chaining system infers new
knowledge by applying the inference rules until a goal is reached. The execution cycle is
to: (1) select a rule, the preconditions of which matches the current state of the system; (2)
change the system state to match the conclusions of the selected rule by executing the
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rule; and (3) repeat the above steps until there is no rule to apply. Forward chaining can
be categorized as a data-driven approach and the algorithm can be summarized as:
Forward Chaining Algorithm
1. Given a Knowledge Base(KB) and a goal statement ( )
2. for each sentense s in KB do
3. (p1 p2... pn q)
Standardize-Apart (s)
4.

for each substitution

such that (p1

p2 ... pn )

(p1'

p'2 ... pn' ) ,

q ' Subst ( , q)
5. if q ' is new information to the KB, add q 'to New;
6. if
Unify(q ', ) is not fail, then a solution is found/validated, return
7. Merge KB KB  New
8. Loop steps 2-7 if the set of new inferred knowledge(New) is not empty, else return false

As an example, suppose that the goal is to ascertain the color of a pine tree. Given
that pine is a woody plant with branches, assume that the rule space contains the
following rules:
Rule 1: Plant ( X ) Woody( X ) Has( X , branches)
Rule 2 : Plant ( X ) Flowering(X) Flower ( X )
Rule 3: Tree( X ) Green( X )

Tree( X )

Rule 1 would be searched because we can find satisfactory substitutions (X=pine) for
the conditions based on the given data. Then new information Tree( pine) is added to the
KB. Next, Rule 3 is selected because its antecedent Tree( X ) matches the knowledge we
inferred. Now a new consequent Green( pine) is added. No more knowledge can be
inferred from this information, but through unification, we can accomplish our goal of
determining the color of pine, which is green.
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In contrast with forward chaining, backward chaining starts with the goal to be
achieved and repeatedly breaks it into sub-goals that are easier to solve with the available
data and the inference rule space. An inference engine with a backward chaining
algorithm continues to search the inference rules to find one with a consequence
matching the current goal. If the precondition of that rule cannot be confirmed to be true
using the existing KB, the precondition must be added to a list of unsolved goals
(sub-goals), which should be validated using other rules and data. The backward chaining
algorithm is:
Backward Chaining Algorithm
1. BC( KB, goals, )
2. if empty(goals), then return { }
3. q ' Subst ( , fisrt ( goals))
4. for each sentense s in KB, where
Standardize-Apart (s)=(p1 p2 ... pn
' Unify(q, q ') succeeds
5. ans BC(KB, rest(goals),  ')
6. return ans

q) and

Backward chaining is an iterative process. In the above algorithm, ans is a set of
satisfied substitutions from which all goals and sub-goals can be achieved. For the same
pine color example, the goal in backward chaining is to find evidence (knowledge) to
support Green( pine) . First, Rule 3 is searched and selected from the rule space because
its conclusion matches the goal to determine the pine‘s color. As the condition
( Tree( pine) ) of the goal Green( pine) is not supported directly by the available data, it is
inserted in the goal list as a sub-goal. The rule space is traversed again and then Rule 1 is
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selected. The preconditions of Rule 1 match the available data Plant( pine) , Woody( pine)
and has(Pine, Branches) ; therefore, a chain of reasoning demonstrating that the color of
pine is green has been established using Rules 1 and 3 and the given knowledge.

3.1.2 Cognitive Reasoning
In addition to logic learning, cognitive learning, which employs theories from AI,
serves as an effective tool to learn from data and to explore implicit knowledge and
regularities. Typical cognitive reasoning paradigms include genetic algorithm,
reinforcement learning, etc.
The genetic algorithm (GA) [95]-[96] is an important branch of numerical reasoning,
which uses models from biological evolution to guide computer simulations. It is an
automatic reasoning process used to find exact or approximate solutions to global
optimization problems. A typical GA algorithm works as follows:
Generaric Algorithm
1. Generate a random initial population
2. Evaluate the fitness of individuals in the population,
if the ideal individual is found, finish and exit.
3. Initial an empty population P,
4. SELECT individuals i and j from old population
5. CROSSOVER between i and j
6. MUTATE i and j seperately and add new i and j to P
7. if P is not full, go loop 4-6, else replace old generation with P.
8. go to 2

Initially, a KB is represented by the population and each fact in the KB is an
individual. A fitness function is used to measure how well the individuals achieve the
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goal. In other words, has the learning process entailed the exact knowledge we want?
This learning process is carried out by iterative selection, crossover, and mutation, in
analogy to biological adaptation and evolution. Among these operators, selection is used
to determine which individuals will be chosen for later breeding. Available selection
algorithms include fitness proportionate selection (FPS) and tournament selection (TS).
FPS selects an individual based on the distribution of possibility, which equals the
normalized fitness value of individuals. Thus, the higher the fitness of an individual, the
greater the chance it will be selected. In contrast, the fitness value in TS does not dictate
the selection mechanism. In TS, N individuals are picked randomly and the most fit
individual is selected. A value of N that is too small will make the system wander
aimlessly and find a solution very slowly. A value of N too large will reach a solution
quickly, but it might be suboptimal. In practice, N=7 is a proper size to balance out the
above effects.
Another process for genetic-based learning is crossover, which allows sexual
reproduction (gene modification among more than one individual). Typical algorithms for
crossover include one-point crossover, two-point crossover and "cut and splice." In a
one-point crossover, two individuals are broken at the crossover point and the pieces are
swapped to generate new individuals. In two-point crossover, the individuals are cut into
three pieces, and the middle piece is swapped. In a third crossover method "cut and
splice," two individuals have different crossover points. Compared to the previous two
crossover algorithms, cut and splice will lead to different lengths in the newly generated
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individuals. Another method of reproduction is mutation, which changes an arbitrary bit
in a gene sequence (individual) to enhance the diversity and reduce the similarity in
individuals. Without mutations, the system tends to become fixed at a local optima and
does not continue learning.
Reinforcement learning is a type of numerical reasoning that learns new strategies to
guide how a computer agent takes actions in an environment. The environment is
essentially a Markov model, containing a set of states ( S ) connected by transitions or
actions ( A ), and a set of scalar "rewards" ( R ). Each time an agent performs an action, a
state transition occurs and a reward (reinforcement) is received (which might depend only
on the current or previous actions). The learning process fills up a reward table of a
Markov model in which the number of rows equals the number of total states and the
number of columns equals the number of actions. Each cell of the table stores the reward
value for each possible action in that state. If the agent takes an action i in state S j , it will
get a reward Rij by taking the chosen action. The reinforcement learning process can be
described mathematically as: at each state s , the intelligent agent will choose the best
action, represented by the highest reward (based upon the current move plus any expected
future rewards). The detailed algorithm is as follows:
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Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
1. Intialize the reward table (n m) which includes every action (m) at each state (n).
2. Loop for each move of the intelligent agent:
3.
S
initial state of the agent
4.
For each time the agent needs to make a decision on where to move
always try to best action
Q(s,a) (1 )Q(s,a) + (r
max a ' (s ', a '))
s' s
5. Return reward table

The above learning process uses an active learner that allows modification of the
policy on the fly as the intelligent agent learns. The computer agent can become more
intelligent by gaining new knowledge through continuous learning.

3.1.3 Comparison of Logic Reasoning and Cognitive Reasoning
Table 3.1 demonstrates the advantages and disadvantages of using logical reasoning
and cognitive reasoning, where logic reasoning can be categorized as declarative methods
(requires extensive reasoning at run time) and cognitive reasoning can be categorized as
direct methods (requires no reasoning at run time). In cognitive reasoning, all the
assumptions, criteria and goals are determined before ―running time,‖ whereas, in logical
reasoning, these factors can be changed dynamically during the run-time inference. For
example, the learned knowledge can be factored into separate groups, used for reasoning
in different branches and then recombined when necessary. Besides, cognitive reasoning
is a statistical process that learns knowledge from only a sample set of the full knowledge
space, therefore, the error is inevitable. Logical reasoning also works from a limited size
of knowledge. However, by defining rules and regularity, the deducted knowledge tends
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to be more accurate. Plus, the schemes of logical reasoning have been much researched
and a set of formal languages, ontological editing and reasoning tools have been
developed to support fast prototyping; therefore, it is chosen as the major methodology to
support the knowledge discovery in this dissertation.
Table 3.1 Comparison of Logical Reasoning and Cognitive Reasoning.
Strategy

Logic
Reasoning

Cognitive
Learning

Advantages
1. A large pool of formal
languages to choose for
representing the logic.
2. Knowledge structures are
easier
for
people
to
understand and validate.
3.
Modern
ontology
languages offer well-proven,
standardized representation
and reasoning mechanisms
4.
Mature
ontological
editorial and reasoning tools
to support fast prototyping
for various applications.

Limitations
1. Hard to handle uncertainty
2. Needs to sacrifice expressivity
to achieve high reasoning ability.

1. Has no consistent format for
1. Performs efficiently in
knowledge organization and
the
presence
of
presentation.
uncertainty
2. Studies only the simplest
2. Skillful
at
solving
forms of experience for
optimization problem.
learning, distant from people‘s
daily reasoning procedures.

3.2 Logic Basis for Knowledge Representation
Knowledge representation refers to the general topic of how information can be
approximately encoded and used in the computational models of cognition [97]. In
practice, it is impossible to represent everything in the world. However, we are able to
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represent the knowledge in a precise way that when a conclusion is drawn from the
available information, it is guaranteed to be correct. Knowledge representation is a
substitute to the real world knowledge and the way it models the world could be from any
perspective. Therefore, selecting a representation in terms of the concepts, properties and
interrelations means making a decision on how and what to see in the world [98].
A representation language defines both the syntax and semantics to validate a
sentence. Syntax refers to the grammatical structure, which specifies that a sentence is
well formed. Semantics, on the other hand, defines the truth of each sentence in a
domain. A sentence that is syntactically correct does not necessarily mean it is also
correct semantically. For example, the combination of <subject predicate object> in this
exact order declares the syntax. Therefore, the sentence <apples flow fast> is a
well-formed sentence. However, this sentence does not make sense because it is
semantically invalid. In texts, there are many paradigms for formalizing knowledge
representation, such as PL, FOL, and Description Logic (DL). In the next section, the
fundamental basis for each logical language is introduced.
Logic enables a precisely formulated subset of language to be expressed in a
computable form [99]. Logic forms can be decorated with word senses to disambiguate
the semantics of the word [100]. Three forms of formal languages have been used in AI
to model the general laws of truth: PL, FOL and DL.
Propositional logic (PL), which is also known as boolean logic, is a branch of logic
that studies ways of combining or altering statements or propositions to form more
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complicated statements or propositions [101]. There are two symbols with fixed meaning,
―true‖ is an always-true statement and ―false‖ is an always-false statement. Other
non-always-true statements are combined from simpler statements using connectives.
Table 3.2 illustrates the five connectives used in propositional logic.

means negation;

the negation of a true statement is false and the negation of a false statement is true.
is used to represent conjunction and a statement which has

as the main connective is

also called an and-statement. An and-statement, e.g. A B , is true only when both A and
B are true. If either A or B is false, the and-statement is false.

is used to represent

disjunction and a statement which has as the main connective is called an or-statement.
An or-statement is true when any of the disjuncts are true and an or-statement is false
when all of the disjuncts are false.

is a symbol for implication; it represents an

if-statement, meaning that when the first part of the statement is true, then the second part
can be implied as true as well.

connects an if-and-only-if statement, meaning either

part of the statement cannot be true without the other. Through the above five
connectives, complex sentences can be constructed and some basic reasoning tasks can
be conducted by enumerating the truth values for all the atomic sentences as parts of a
complex sentence.
Table 3.2 Connectives in Propositional Logic.
Connectives

Meaning
Negation
Conjunction
Disjunction
Implication
Bicondition
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Propositional logic has sufficient power to express partial information, enabled by
disjunction and negation. However, it lacks the expressive power to describe a situation
that includes many objects concisely. For example, it is quite easy to describe ―people
{P1 , P2 Pn } with grey hair {H1 , H2 Hn } are seniors {S1 , S2 Sn } ‖ in natural language.
Pi is the person i , Hi refers to the statement of ―the hair of Pi is grey‖ and Si refers

to the statement that Pi is a senior person. The statement is very hard to express using
PL. One has to write a separate rule for this statement, such as
( P1 X1 )
( P2 X 2 )
...
( Pn X n )

S1
S2
Sn

Another form of formal language, FOL, which has been studied for many decades,
has sufficient expressive power to represent commonsense knowledge. FOL assumes that
the world not only contains facts, but also objects (people, animals, buildings, etc.),
relations (has color, bigger than, etc), and functions (is the teacher of, the end of, etc.). It
actually decomposes the statement into smaller granularity to encompass higher
expressiveness. Therefore, FOL contains more elements than PL, as shown in Table 3.3:
Table 3.3 Basic Elements of FOL
Elements
Constant
Predicate
Function
Variable
Connective
Quantifier

Example
David, red, Mississippi River
More than, deep than
Sum, is mother of
a,b,c,x,y,z
Same as those listed in Table 3.2
,
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For predicate symbols, statements can be written as Morethan(2,1). This is an atomic
sentence with true or false as its value. For function symbols, the objects they refer to can
be used without their names but with any variables. For example, in sum(x, y)

x y , it is

not necessary to give a value for x and y at the time to define the function ―sum.‖ In
addition to predicates and functions, there are two quantifiers defined in the first-order
language: the universal quantifier
universal

x River(x)

quantifier

and the existence quantifier

is

<Variable><Sentence>

. The usage of

.For

example,

flowsInto(x, Sea Ocean) means that for all the objects that are rivers, they

all flow into the sea or ocean. This expression can be converted to the conjunction of
instantiations of valid variables,

River(Mississippi) flowsInto(Mississippi, Sea Ocean)
River(Yellow) flowsInto(Yellow, Sea Ocean)
...
The existential quantifier expresses the partial relationship. A sentence

x River(x)

flowsInto(x, Ocean)

is equivalent to the disjunctions of instantiations of valid x :

River(Yangze)
River(Yellow)
...

flowsInto(Yangze, Sea)
flowsInto(Yellow, Sea)

The above universal instantiation (UI) and existential instantiation (EI) can be used
to infer implicit knowledge from existing ones. The UI can be applied to add new
sentences to the KB and the new KB is logically equivalent to the old one. EI can be
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applied one at a time to replace the existential sentences. The new KB is not logically
equivalent to the old one but is satisfiable if the old KB is satisfiable.
The syntax and semantics defined in FOL make it easy to describe facts about
objects. Although FOL is very expressive in modeling the knowledge, the computational
complexity exceeds high polynomial to exponentially time. FOL is also bad at handling
default information, which leads to inconsistency of the KB. For example, there is a FOL
rule:

x bird (x)
Known that

bird(opus) ,

bird (tweety)

flies(x)
and

flies(opus) , the KB becomes

unsatisfiable. To restrict the syntax of FOL and to reduce its computational complexity, a
higher-order logic – DL is suggested. DL is the subset of FOL with limited
expressiveness and more decidable logic. The restrictions that are added include allowing
the negation of any object, not just the atomic objects. The language formed by adding
the above restriction is a centrally important DL, called
popular DL and it extends

is another

by adding cardinality restrictions to quantify

predicates, and transitive and inverse predicates.
DL based on

.

is another widely used

; it supports the use of datatype properties, data values and data types.
also supports the enumerated classes of object value restrictions, such as

―OneOf‖ or ―hasValue.‖

provides a tradeoff between the decidability of

reasoning tasks and its associated computational complexity. It is, therefore, used as the
supporting logical language for building the KB in the dissertation.
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3.3 Build-up of a Hydrology KB
Previous efforts for knowledge representation focused mostly on the syntax level. To
make the machines automatically understand and process a user request for conducting
various reasoning tasks, the knowledge representation also needs to be considered at the
semantic level, where data are annotated semantically and the machine possesses
reasoning capability. A use case for water community is: scientists and researchers want
to monitor how melting of snow cover and solid ice influence the bio-habitat in the Arctic
region by a single simple query. This requires building a domain KB consisting of: (1)
rich science keywords such that any associated datasets can be retrieved by semantic
analysis rather than simple keyword match (to increase ―recall‖ of an IR task); (2) rich
domain knowledge such that similar spatial concepts can be distinguished (to increase
―precision‖ of an IR task).
3.3.1 Knowledge Base
A KB, also called an ontology, encodes the explicitly defined formal specification
for a shared conceptualization [102]. Use of an ontology helps to discover the implicit
relations between concepts that are not usually made explicit in traditional databases
[103]. Several hydrology ontologies have been developed to serve the needs of the
broader hydrology community. The CUAHSI (Consortium of Universities for
Advancement of Hydrologic Science) developed a taxonomy-based ontology. It focuses
on classifying the key components (e.g. precipitation, radiation and WaterBody) in the
water cycle and the interaction of the hydrosphere with the atmosphere and the biosphere
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[104]. Another source of hydrological knowledge is derived from the NASA‘s Global
Change Master Directory (GCMD) [105] keyword collection. The GCMD contains 1000
controlled keywords used by clearinghouses to classify Earth Science resources. An
additional 20,000 uncontrolled keywords in climatology, marine, geology, etc. were
extracted from the descriptions of the data and service providers. Other existing data
dictionaries for environmental knowledge modeling include General Multilingual
Environmental Thesaurus [106] and the INSPIRE hydrological theme initiatives [103].
The taxonomy and controlled keywords provide valuable guidance to distinguish
terms; however, these efforts contain few interrelation and association definitions. To
overcome this issue and make the available terminologies maximally reusable, Earth
scientists developed SWEET [36] to model scientific terminologies and their
interrelationships. The modularized ontology SWEET 2.0 builds upon basic math,
science, and geographic concepts to include additional modules for the planetary realms,
such as Hydrosphere, Cryosphere, Atmosphere, Geosphere, Biosphere, etc. This
modularized design facilitates the domain specialists to build self-contained specialized
ontologies that extend existing ones. It is the upper-level guidance for building up the
hydrological ontology in this dissertation, as the top layer of Figure 3.1 shows.
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Figure 3.1 Conceptual Model of a Hydrology Ontology.
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the conceptual model in terms of various spaces. To model
the domain KB, a conceptual model is needed to help to understand the problems and its
constituents, and the way how reality is composed and represented [107]. The first step to
build a conceptual model is to break down the domain into atomic components and then
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relate them using a formal language. As Figure 3.1 shows, the Earth Science domain can
be decomposed into several sub-domains, as emphasized in the SWEET 2.0 above.
Within each domain, the terminologies are mapped into facets: (1) Phenomena,
encoding any observable occurrence that belongs to a domain; (2) Substance, encoding
non-living building-blocks of nature; (3) Earth Realm, encoding the ―sphere‖ or
environments of the Earth; (4) Process, encoding the change or conversion that has
happened; (5) Property, encoding the attributes of the terminologies associated to other
facets [36]. ―Phenomena,‖ ―Substance,‖ ―PlanetaryRealm,‖ ―Process,‖ and ―Property‖
compose the facet space, shown as the second layer of Figure 3.1. Whereas the top two
layers contain the abstractions of domains and facets within a domain, and the bottom
two layers contain more specific, real world terms, which provide knowledge for building
the KB. For a hydrology ontology, categorizations of terminologies and the relationships
among the terminologies are defined in the ―object and relationship‖ space. For example,
we can define super-sub class containment ―Snow‖ is a type of ―Precipitation‖ and
―River‖ is a type of ―WaterBody.‖ We can also define relationship ―partOf‖ or
―hasAjacentLandform‖ to represent that ―Bed‖ is part of a ―River‖ or ―Arroyo is always
formed in desert area.‖ The knowledge defined in this layer makes the logic reasoning
possible (discussed in Section 3.4). However, when humans want to identify the
similarity or differences between the objects, the knowledge about the properties of each
object is required. To capture the essence of human perception, dominant attributes of
objects need to be collected and modeled. This part of knowledge is defined in the
attribute space (bottom layer of Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.2 Ontology Fragment Encoding Hydrology Knowledge for Arctic Research.
To provide a more specific picture of object and relationship space, an ontology
fragment is extracted from the hydrology KB to show the interrelationships between
concepts that could be used for ontological reasoning, as shown in Figure 3.2. The object
nodes with different colors mean the mapping from lower layer into upper facet level. All
of the terminologies in each facet are encoded into one OWL file and these files are
connected with each other using <owl:imports> provided in the W3C OWL standard. In
total, the hydrological KB used for reasoning work in this dissertation is around 3000.
In Figure 3.3, an attribute space to describe terminology ―WaterBody‖ defined in
Figure 3.2 is illustrated. The notations on the arrows connecting the ―WaterBody‖ node
and all the green nodes are the list of attributes for describing the object ―WaterBody.‖
Other nodes that are descendants of the green nodes are the objects that a ―WaterBody‖
has with a certain predicate. The set of functions that a WaterBody has is {Irrigation,
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PublicSupply, Recreation, PassengerExchange, EcologicalFlow, PowerPlant, Industry,
Building/RepairingBoats, Wildlife, Aquaculture, FloodProtection, Mining, LiveStock,
ShipShelter,

HydroElectricPower,

TransferingCargo,

WaterQualityImprovement,

ShorelineErosion, and Aesthetics}. Each member in this set can used to replace
―Function‖ in the triple expression {―WaterBody,‖ ―hasFuntionality,‖ Function}. For
example, the triple {―WaterBody,‖ ―hasFunctionality,‖ ―PublicSupply‖} means that a
type of ―WaterBody‖ can be used for supplying water to the public. Any object that is a
subclass of ―WaterBody‖ can be applied to the framework with the specific attribute
value defined for that object. For a WaterBody ―River,‖ property ―FlowingRate‖ of it is
―Flowing‖ rather than ―Stagnant‖; for a WaterBody ―Lake,‖ property ―FlowingRater‖ of
it is ―Stagnant.‖ After modeling each WaterBody object, the similarity judgment or
recognition can be conducted (discussed in Chapter 4).
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Figure 3.3 An Attribute Space for ―WaterBody‖.
3.3.2 Development of a Knowledge Base
Semantic registration technique is an important technology to develop a KB from the
conceptual model. It works by extracting the meanings of unstructured documents,
expressing them logically, and then storing them into a domain KB. The goal of semantic
registration is to find patterns in the semantic-lack document and use these patterns to
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support semantic reasoning and ranking. To achieve this goal, the formats of information
sources need to be analyzed. There are two major types of information sources: news in
an unstructured webpage and metadata in a structured XML format. The web contains a
huge amount of useful information and the content of the information has real-time
characteristics. People rely heavily on the Web to absorb and digest knowledge;
therefore, using information from the Web and providing a tool that allows a Web user to
input the knowledge is selected to be the major methods for semantic registration.

Figure 3.4 Development Workflow.
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Figure 3.4 demonstrates a scenario for collaboratively populating a domain ontology.
The first step is to analyze the problem and the type of available data sources, and create
data-to-be controlled vocabularies for the domain. Using a controlled vocabulary,
identified real-time sources can be filtered and only the closely related sources are
selected manually or automatically by machines. The next step is to develop a semantic
schema consisting of a set of properties that are prominent to represent objects and the
logical relationships among them. The conceptual model (Figure 3.1) provides the
guidance for collecting the objects, the attributes of the objects and the interrelationships
of the objects within a facet and across the facets. Therefore, it can be used as the
semantic schema for building the hydrology ontology.
Semantic Web has an AAA slogan, namely "Anyone can contribute Anything at
Anytime to the semantic Web". Towards this end, we aim to provide a collaborative
development environment to make the KB available to a broad audience in the Earth
Science community. Using this tool, any researcher can create, evaluate, access, and
reuse ontology easily. This idea is generated from the Google directory, where anyone
can become an editor and help categorize products, information, etc. We believe that the
more people who become involved, the quicker the KB can be enriched. Figure 3.5
shows the architecture of the Web-based tool for the collaborative ontology development.
For users with different backgrounds to be more actively involved in the
development of KB, three types of GUIs are provided. For the general public, a
template-based interface is provided. They do not need to understand the technical details
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of how KB is structured and how to encapsulate knowledge using a formal language;
instead, they can directly input the knowledge based on the template generated
automatically according to the backbone ontology schema. An ontology engineer can
operate both the semantic schema and the ontology using an online ontology editor –
Web-Protégé. In contrast, an ontology expert can register the ontology fragment encoded
in formal language (such as RDF or OWL) directly to the backend KB. Through this role
partition and the provision of the Web-based tool, anyone who is interested in hydrology
ontology development can contribute to it.

Figure 3.5 Architecture of the Collaborative Ontology Development (COD) Tool.
Figure 3.5 shows the architecture of the Web-based ontology development tool.
There are three types of services: registration service, repository access service, and
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semantic service. Registration service is responsible for verifying, validating, and
checking the redundancy of the knowledge, which was input by remote users. The
verification and validation is essentially the same as the syntax checking. To avoid
redundancy of the backend repository, only the validated metadata will be registered to
the repository by the mediation of the registration services. The repository access services
are responsible for triple operations such as adding, removing, or updating the KB.
Meanwhile, they also handle the semantic queries (instance query, sub class-super class
query or any other user defined queries) sent from semantic services. By continuous
contributions from the whole Earth Science community, the KB will be enriched,
extended, and served as a large inventory to support semantic reasoning for various
applications. The semantic services will be discussed in details in the following sections.
3.4 Knowledge-based Semantic Reasoning
Semantic reasoning is the core component of the semantic search engine [108].
Given a user query, syntax analysis, semantic analysis, and IR tasks from a
heterogeneous environment are performed in sequence [109]. Syntax analysis focuses on
analyzing components of a query sentence, as well as getting the ‗central word,‘ i.e. the
exact object that interests the user. This type of analysis would help us efficiently retrieve
the ontology and proper candidates. Syntax analysis can be conducted by either providing
a query template for a user to map phrases into different dimensions, e.g. ―WHAT,‖
―HOW,‖ ―WHEN,‖ and ―WHERE,‖ provided in a GUI, or relying on a natural language
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parser, such as the Stanford open-source statistical parser [110]. In this paper, a
template-based approach is chosen to save client parsing time.
After syntax analysis, a user query is mapped into two levels: logic and formal query
levels for semantic reasoning. When reasoning is conducted, complex queries will be
decomposed into sub-queries. For example, suppose a researcher wants to study, ―How
does solid water melting influence stream flow in the Arctic Region over the summer?‖
Through syntax analysis, the ―solid water‖ can be distinguished as an event, which is the
central word of the whole sentence, ―melting‖ as the state change process, ―Arctic‖ as a
place, and ―summer‖ as a time. Given this information, the natural language query can be
transformed to a DL-based query for machine reasoning:
Q1: SolidWater  hasProperty.Melt  hasObject.Stream  takePlaceIn.Arctic hasTime.Summer
By iteratively unfolding Q1 from the central word, ―Solid Water,‖ information which
is considered more useful can be retrieved based on the knowledge encoded in the
ontology. This process is called query decomposition. Given the ontology fragment
provided in Figure 3.2, Q1 could be decomposed into:
Q1a: SomeSWClass  isSubClassesOf ."Solid Water"

Q1b: (AProperty  isSubClassOf ."Property")
 (AProperty  is Pr edicateOf .SomeSWClass)
 (Parameter  isObjectOf .SomeSWClass)
Q1c: SomeStreamClass  isSubClassesOf ."Stream"
Q1d: (Parameter  SomeStreamClass).hasData  takePlaceIn."Arctic" hasTime."Summer"
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In this query, Q1a and Q1c aim to find <n1, n2…nk> of all of the subclasses and
other related terminologies of the given terms. This type of inference could be considered
as a query expansion process on the class level, because terminologies with similar
meanings but not designated as a query term could be provided. From the ontology
provided in Figure 3.2, {―Snow‖ and ―Ice‖} will be returned as the set of
―SomeSWClass‖ for Q1a and {―River‖ and ―Creek‖} will be returned as the set of
―SomeStreamClass‖ for Q1c. Q1b is formed by checking all of the roles that are
connected with ―SomeSWClass‖ and the connected predicate is a type of ―Property.‖
―AProperty‖ is the intermediate variable and ―Parameter‖ is the variable for the expected
results.
Given the KB above, ―Ice Concentration,‖ ―Snow Cover,‖ and other parameters that
are used to measure the variation of snow and ice are returned. Compared with Q1a, Q1b,
and Q1c, which infer results within the scope of the KB, Q1d can be considered as an
external search. After the desired variables in Q1a-c have been inferred, Q1d redirects the
query request with the values of desired variables as the keywords to hydrology
repository. In the context of this dissertation, the hydrology repository is the database that
collects all the metadata for the distributed Web services discovered by the crawler
proposed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.6 Ontology Fragment and its Linkage to Metadata and the Real Science Data.
Once the sub-queries in logical format are identified, they are translated into machine
query language SPARQL (Protocol and RDF Query Language) for interacting with the
KB. The following paragraphs show the SPARQL query for Q1a-Q1d.
SPARQL Query for Q1a:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
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PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX PhenomenaNS: <http://localhost/ontology/phenomena.owl#>
PREFIX PropertyNS: <http://localhost/ontology/property.owl#>
PREFIX SubstanceNS: <http://localhost/ontology/substance.owl#>
PREFIX EarthRealmNS: <http://localhost/ontology/earthrealm.owl#>
PREFIX ProcessNS: <http://localhost/ontology/process.owl#>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?someSWClass rdfs:subClassOf SubstanceNS:SolidWater
}
SPARQL Query for Q1b:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX PhenomenaNS: <http://localhost/ontology/phenomena.owl#>
PREFIX PropertyNS: <http://localhost/ontology/property.owl#>
PREFIX SubstanceNS: <http://localhost/ontology/substance.owl#>
PREFIX EarthRealmNS: <http://localhost/ontology/earthrealm.owl#>
PREFIX ProcessNS: <http://localhost/ontology/process.owl#>
SELECT *
WHERE {
someSWClass owl:onProperty ?p2 .
someSWClass rdf:type owl:Restriction .
someSWClass ?pre ?range .
FILTER (?pre != owl:onProperty)
FILTER (?pre != rdf:type)
FILTER (?pre != rdfs:subClassOf)
}

SPARQL Query for Q1c:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
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PREFIX PhenomenaNS: <http://localhost/ontology/phenomena.owl#>
PREFIX PropertyNS: <http://localhost/ontology/property.owl#>
PREFIX SubstanceNS: <http://localhost/ontology/substance.owl#>
PREFIX EarthRealmNS: <http://localhost/ontology/earthrealm.owl#>
PREFIX ProcessNS: <http://localhost/ontology/process.owl#>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?someStreamClass rdfs:subClassOf SubstanceNS:Stream
}

SPARQL Query for Q1d:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX PhenomenaNS: <http://localhost/ontology/phenomena.owl#>
PREFIX PropertyNS: <http://localhost/ontology/property.owl#>
PREFIX SubstanceNS: <http://localhost/ontology/substance.owl#>
PREFIX EarthRealmNS: <http://localhost/ontology/earthrealm.owl#>
PREFIX ProcessNS: <http://localhost/ontology/process.owl#>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?Parameter PropertyNS:hasData ?data
?data PropertyNS:takePlaceIn ‗Arctic‘^^xsd:String
?data PropertyNS:hasTime ‗Summer‘^^xsd:String
}
These SPARQL queries are handled by an inference service. The inference service will
first conduct non-predicate queries (such as Q1a and Q1c) and then predicate (such as
Q1b) queries. This sequence is based on the following assumption: the associations
(represented by predicate) with the parent class could be inherited by the child classes.
Therefore, by retrieving more event-like classes by a non-predicate query and feeding
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them into the predicate query, more candidate results will be retrieved. The inference
engine adopted is the Jena tool introduced in Chapter 1. The processing procedures are:
(1) the ontology is loaded into the memory or persistent storage maintained by Jena; (2)
the DL-based queries are transformed into formal SPARQL [111] queries; (3) through the
Jena query API, the sub queries are conducted and results for sub queries are retrieved;
(4) query results are combined to obtain expanded and more specific information. The
implicit association inference is enabled by recursively traversing the ontology tree to
which the query term belongs. This relation is important because the associations of a
class should contain both its own associations and its ascendants‘ associations.
After all the relevant keywords for the search are retrieved for semantic reasoning, they
are directed to the metadata repository. Through matching the service metadata (middle
layer in Figure 3.6) with given keywords, all relevant services that encapsulate the data
are discovered. Following the metadata records, the URL that indicates the online
resources of the actual scientific data is also found (lowermost layer in Figure 3.6). This
way, not only are the data sources that are semantically related to their interests provided,
but also the bridge between scientific data and scientific processes are well established.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, an intelligent question answering methodology based on knowledge
reasoning is introduced. The abstraction and modeling of domain knowledge, the way to
construct a conceptual model, and the translation from conceptual model to machine
understandable ontology are described. Meanwhile, a Web-based tool is developed to
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support the collaborative ontology development for users with various backgrounds.
Based on the populated hydrology ontology, a semantic reasoning algorithm is proposed
to conduct syntax analysis, semantic analysis, semantic query decomposition and the
correspondent data search automatically. The metadata repository used in this chapter is
built from the Web services discovered by the Web crawler in Chapter 2. The semantic
reasoning enables (1) query disambiguition by understanding a keyword with its exact
meanings in the query context; (2) query-expansion with synonyms and related keywords
discovered through knowledge reasoning.
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Chapter 4: Semantic Similarity Determination: A Neural Net Methodology

4.1 Introduction
Semantic similarity is an important notion with two dimensions. It is used to describe
the semantic distance between two concepts (either within a single ontology or among
two different ontologies) or to measure the semantic distance between a concept and a
word or a term. A "concept" is a class within an ontology; a "word" is a natural language
element comprising information in a user's query or in a document on the WWW.
Sometimes, people use the terms "similar" and "related" interchangeably because they
are both used to measure "relatedness." However, each focuses on different aspects of
relatedness. For example, a car is more related to gasoline than to a bike, while a car is
more similar to a bike than to gasoline. Identifying semantic relationships focuses on
qualitatively measuring the structural relationships of concepts in an explicit hierarchy,
such as Parent-Child, synonyms, etc. Identifying semantic similarity measures how
closely two concepts are related by giving them a quantitative value.
Similarity measurement theories stem from psychological studies of the human ability
to intuitively determine how similar two objects are and to quantify the similarity with a
relation [112]. In the late 1980s, computer scientists in the field of AI engaged this
research focusing on building computational models of ambiguous reasoning. With the
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invention of the Semantic Web, researchers have attempted to combine similarity
research with semantic technologies. Semantic similarity is central to many cognitive
processes and plays an important role in the way humans process and reason about
information [113]. It enables semantic interoperability between distributed information
systems and web resources, thereby improving the quality of retrieval tasks for Internet
users. Due to the growth of heterogeneous and independent data repositories,
similarity-based information processing has become essential. It provides a measure of
the degree of relatedness between concepts from different systems and domains [114].
Hence, the measurement of "semantic similarity" has emerged as an important topic in
several areas of research.
A variety of applications are benefiting from similarity research, as large numbers of
practical questions relate to disambiguation and distinction of concepts. For example,
Google receives in total 240,000,000 questions asking about the difference from one
concept to another and Microsoft Bing search receives in total 164,000,000 such
questions. In hydrological science, semantic similarity is often used to identify objects
that are conceptually close [115]. And according to Santos [116], an explicit model
expressing a complete lattice would greatly help to eliminate the intrinsic vagueness and
ambiguity of water features. In geospatial information science, the ontological modeling
and similarity identification between geometric characteristics of self-objects and
geographic relationships between spatial objects help improve the effectiveness of map
generalization. In Web searches, traditional search engines are susceptible to the
problems posed by the richness of natural language, especially the multitude of ways in
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which the same concept can be expressed. Therefore, when making an effort to directly
match user query terms with the database it is not possible to return satisfying results.
Similarity measurement also provides a way to improve relevance ranking by eliminating
conceptual ambiguities existing in user queries and metadata of documents [117].
4.2 A Use Case

Figure 4.1 Vagueness in Water Features: Three Lakes or a Meandering River？[117]

Conceptual vagueness is a ubiquitous problem in all Earth Science domains. Santos
[117] demonstrated an example of vagueness in water features, as Figure 4.1 shows. This
image may denote three lakes connected by channels or a meandering river. The decision
from one interpretation to another depends on the existence of: (1) a complete set of
information describing the above water feature, (2) a clear semantic definition of
concepts "lake" and "river" to describe the boundaries of applicability of both terms, and
(3) an effective algorithm that can precisely match the given feature to an existing
concept by measuring the similarities based on the information provided in (1) and (2).
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4.3 Previous Work
Many semantic similarity methods have been proposed in the past. In general, they
can be categorized as edge-counting techniques [118][119], information theory based
models [117][120], and feature matching models[115][121].
Edge-counting techniques are based on a network of semantic relations between
concepts, and involve calculating the edge distances between objects in that network. A
drawback of edge-counting is that it is hard to define the link distance in a uniform
manner. In a practical KB, the distance between terminologies varies dramatically from
categories and sub-categories, especially when some are much denser (have more
subclasses) than others.
Information theory based models measure maximal information shared by two
terminologies, calculated by the negative log likelihood of the concept. In this
measurement, when probability increases, the informativeness decreases. So the higher
the level a concept is, the higher the probability is, and thus the lower the information
content it has. The statistics-based method lacks semantic support in the similarity
measurement and therefore has a bias of human judgment.
In comparison to the above methods, the family of feature-based models, also called
classic models, is the most prominent approach for similarity measurement. This
approach is object-oriented, and describes resources by a set of features (such as
components (roof and doors) and functionalities (residential or commercial use). The
similarity between objects is a function of common and distinguishing features. For
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example, Matching Distance Similarity Measure (MDSM) proposed by Rodrigues [115]
is a feature-based model to measure the similarity between spatial entities. MDSM
considers three kinds of features: functional feature, and features about attributes. The
similarity calculation for each feature type is to count the common and differential
features, and then apply them into Tversky's ratio model. The overall similarity is the
linear sum of the weighted similarity values for each feature type.
Although prominent features are deterministic factors in human measurements of
similarity, current feature-based models are still based on a KB with a simple logic. It is
not suitable for mainstream knowledge representation, such as FOL and DL. The
similarity equation in the MDSM model is a linear product of different feature sets. In
contrast, humans' recognition of similarity is sometimes too complex to be simulated by
these mathematical equations. We, of course, cannot rely on humans to provide the
similarity for all the facts in the world since it would be too time-consuming and
inflexible. Instead, there is a need of a "machine expert" to simulate the human
perception process. The expert needs to be capable of answering "what if" questions
efficiently. This requires the machine to have the ability to learn how to do tasks based on
initial human experience.
4.4 Proposed Methodology
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), with their remarkable ability to derive meaning
from complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect trends that
are too complex to be noticed by either humans or other computer techniques. Another
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desirable feature of neural nets is the ability to learn. This is undoubtedly the reason that
several search engines (for example, MSN search) choose to utilize this model. With a
neural net, an improved set of results could be produced over time to provide more
relevant search results. The ANN model is inspired by biological neural networks, in
which the human brain's information-processing capability is thought to emerge from a
network of neurons. Since the 1940s, computer scientists have tried to model abstract
"neurons" to capture the essence of neural computation in the brain. A neural network is
strongly self-organized and can create its own representation of the information received
during a learning period. Meanwhile, it is highly tolerant of noisy data and faults, which
is very important to our application since human evaluation may have a big bias as well.
Of the family of ANN algorithms, the Multiple Layer Feed-Forward Neural Network
(MLFFN) is quite popular because of their ability to model complex relationships
between output and input data. Adding more hidden units to the network makes it
possible for MLFFN to represent any continuous, or even discontinuous, functions of the
input parameters. This is a big advantage of MLFFN over other statistical algorithms
proposed in the literature. In this dissertation, MLFFN is utilized to improve similarity
measurement for semantic based ranking.
4.4.1 Problem Definition
Similarity measurement can be described as follows: from a collection of interrelated
terminologies D , find a subset S of terminologies such that the similarity between each
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element si of S and the given terminology tg ranked by machine is highly correlated to
human ranking. A mathematic description of this problem is as follows:

For si , (tg , si )

(tg , si )

Where i | S | | D | , ( | X | equals the size of set X ). H is a function for human ranking
and

is the goal function that is simulated by proposed MLFFN based learning

algorithm.
To expand this measurement to the scale of whole dataset D ,
for

di , d j

D, 0 i, j | D | and i

of

could be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Distribution space for . Lower triangle of the matrix filled with arrows
demonstrates (di , d j ) and the green triangles in cells are the example training datasets
available for the neural net.
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4.4.2 MLFNN Algorithm
A MLFNN is used here to conduct numerical learning to simulate the knowledge
propagation in a biological neural network. Figure 4.3 illustrates a general design of the
multi-layer neural net which has multiple inputs and outputs:

O1

O2

Output O

O3
w13

w11

Transition Matrix W

...

H1

H2

Hidden Layer H

v11

Transition Matrix V

v22
I1

...

I2

I3

Input I

Figure 4.3 Design of a MLFNN.
The core of the algorithm is back propagation and forward propagation, where back
propagation is used to train the neural network in order to get a stable transition matrix W
and V, and forward propagation is used to measure the difference between predicted
output and the desired output using current W and V. The error metric I propose to use
here is mean squared error between output and desired correct output:

E

1
n

n

(Ci Oi )2
i 1

The detailed algorithm is:
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1. Initialize W and V with given boundaries
2. Randomize given data D (a set of input vectors)
3. For each element in D,
a. perform back propagation by:

E
Wi j

Wi j

Vjk

(Ci Oi )Oi (1 Oi )I j

Wi j Wi j (1 H j )Ik
i

W W
V

W

V

V

b. perform forward propagation as follows:

Hj

(

Vjk I k )
k

O

(

Wi j H j )
j

Where

()x

1
1 e

u

c. Calculate the mean squared error between each output and desired output, if the
worst error is lower than a given good-minimum-error, then the network is
finished training, returning V and W as two transition matrices. If the error is not
lower than the given good-minimum-error, the algorithm will repeat back
propagation to continue training the network.
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4.4.3 The Acquisition of Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge acts as the training dataset for the neural network. It determines
how well the transition matrices could be built in the machine learning process. Although
a neural net is highly tolerant of noisy data; completeness and representativeness of the
prior knowledge is still of significant importance for the accuracy of semantic
classification in similarity measurement. A neural net requires that the representation of
knowledge be complete because the training process relies on the explicitly defined
knowledge. Any uncertainty in the knowledge definition will lead to the failure of the
predictive capability of neural net. Of all the existing machine language, DL is able to
define a complete knowledge concentrating on a certain application area. It formalizes
the knowledge structure by retaining an emphasis on definitions and properties of
categories. DL is based on closed world assumption, by which those ground atomic
sentences not asserted to be true are assumed to be false. Therefore, DL is suitable to
represent knowledge and to build a domain KB. The knowledge structure and content
defined in the KB should be representative and reflect the domain characteristics. As
being discussed in Section 4.1, humans tend to measure similarity by comparing features
of domain concepts, so like humans, there is a need to extract and provide the neural net a
complete feature set that corresponds to the concepts defined in the KB. Sometimes only
a few dominant features are deterministic to similarity measurement than the combination
effects of all the features. Therefore, besides the completeness in the definition of feature
types, the definition of prominent features of the concepts in a certain domain is also
important.
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Figure 4.4 Semantic Definition of Three WaterBody Objects.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates semantic definitions of three WaterBody objects: river, lake
and pond. All of them share the feature set {hasShape, hasSalinityLevel, hasOrigin,
hasDepth}, although the range of the features are different. Feature nodes in orange are
the ones only owned by "River;" nodes in green are the ones shared by ―Pond‖ and
―Lake‖ but ―River‖.
Comparing to MSDM and other feature-based models, which evaluate the similarity
on the granularity for a set of features, the granularity in our measurement is on a single
feature. Both feature and feature ranges in an assertion are considered. We believe it
provides more accurate information in the similarity measurement than the existing
models. An intuitive example is shown in Figure 4.4. Among the set of concepts {River,
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Lake, Pond} referring to a type of WaterBody, all have the same feature ―hasShape.‖
According to other feature based models, the contributions of the feature ―hasShape‖ are
the same for each concept pair. But practically, the contribution of the above feature is
bigger in {Lake, Pond} pair than {Lake, River} and {Pond, River} because lake and
pond both have an oval shape but river is always linear. Thus, by considering the value of
each common feature, the proposed method can obtain more accurate values in similarity
measurement than other feature matching models.
As a neural net is a numerically based learning algorithm, it requires all numerical
input parameters. There is a need to calculate the contribution of each feature in
comparison into numerical values. Three rules are declared for calculating the
contribution:
(1) For discrete features:


Rule I

When | A1  B1 | | A2  B2 |
and | A1  B1 | | A2  B2 |
Known that for feature fi , Ak {x | x Range(tak , fi )}, Bk {x | x Range(tbk , fi )}
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 ) Sim( fi , ta2 , tb2 )
Therefore, if |A1 B1 | | B1 A1 | 0
factor threthhold [0.9,1)
| A1  B1 |
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )
; Sim( fi , ta2 , tb2 )
| A1  B1 |

factor
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| A2  B2 |
| A2  B2 |

c
g
d
e

a, b

h

a
b

f
B2

B1
A2

A1
A1={a,b,c,d,e}
B1={a,b}



A2={a,b,g,h}
B2={a,b,f}

Rule II

When A1  B1
CaseI : A1  B1
and |A1 | | B1|=0
CaseII : A1  B1 =
CaseIII : A1  B1
and |A1 | | B1| 0
Then : Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseIII
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseII

Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseI

1
, factor 2 0.1
| A1  B1 |
factor
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseIII
2
factor 2
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseII
2
Sim( fi , ta1 , tb1 )caseI 0

Given : factor

c

Case I

Case II

(2) For continuous features


Rule III
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a b
d

c

a b
d

Case III

e f
g

if Range(ta1 , fi ) {Dn }, A1 {x, xx, xxx..} | A1 | n
Range(tb1 , fi ) {Dm}, B1 {x, xx, xxx, xxxx....} | B1 | m
x is a unit element that associates to feature fi , then apply the calcuation listed in Rule II
The contribution of feature fi in measuring the similarity between objects ta1 and tb1 is
the ratio between shared members of A1 and B1 , and the range they cover in total. So the
more of the same member shared by A1 and B1 , the more contribution the feature makes
to the similarity between the two objects. factor and factor 2 in Rule II are tuning
parameters, distinguishing the cases of (1) the two objects not sharing the feature fi
(Case I and Case II); (2) two objects sharing the same feature, but not having any
intersection in the range set (Case III). For example, both WaterBody ―Lake‖ and ―River‖
have common feature ―hasOrigin.‖ The range of this feature for ―Lake‖ is
{TectonicUplift, Landslide, GlacierBlockage}, and that for ―River‖ is {LandErosion,
Landslide, Earthquake}. According to Rule II, the contribution of feature ―hasOrigin‖ to
the similarity of {lake, river} is 0.167 rather than 0.
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Figure 4.5 Core WaterBody Objects Used for Training.
Once rules for calculating contributions of both common and differential features are
defined, the input pattern of the neural net is mapped from available data. Figure 4.5
shows the core WaterBody objects used as the training set. The neural net input includes
a vector of multi-dimensional parameters and a known output result. Features are mapped
onto the multi-dimensional parameters and the value of each parameter is the contribution
of the specific feature to the similarity of the two objects in pair. The known output result
is obtained from human ranking results on sample data.
Training process and workflow:
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Figure 4.6 Training Process and Workflow.
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Through the whole training process, the goal function

(di , d j ) introduced in

Section 4.2 can be obtained in the formats of transition matrices.
Another issue for the similarity measurement is the timely update of a similarity
matrix as the size of KB increases. Once a new instance is populated into the KB, its
similarity with other instances in the KB will be calculated automatically. Using the
obtained transition matrix, a forward propagation can be conducted N (number of
instances in KB) times to calculate missing similarity values. This achievement is based
on the premise that the schema (object-level) of the KB is consistent, or the whole
training process needs to be conducted again for new transition matrices.
4.5 Assessing the ANN-based Similarity Measure Approach
A commonly used experiment for assessing the ANN-based similarity measure
approach is to distribute to 38 undergraduate subjects 30 pairs of nouns that covered high,
intermediate, and low levels of similarity [122]. In this dissertation, the design of
experiments was slightly different than the one used in [122] because: (1) the concepts
measured are specialized for the hydrology domain, so measurements obtained from
subjects who have little background in this domain will be biased; (2) as a machine
learning algorithm, ANN requires a large number of sample data to train and validate the
network.
Therefore, a new experiment was designed to satisfy the criteria mentioned above.
The human subjects were asked to provide similarity scores for three groups of concept
pairs. Subjects ranked the concept pairs from least to most similar, the lowest score was 0
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for the least similar pair in a group while score 100 was for the most similar pair. When
scoring the similarity of one pair, the subject had to consider the relative distance of the
similarity of this pair to that of other pairs in the same group. The three groups are linear
WaterBody, non-linear open WaterBody and non-linear WaterBody (wetlands).
According to the background of the human subjects (graduate students in Earth Science
or hydrology experts), different surveys were given separately. The survey for graduate
subjects included 10 pairs of terms in each group. The survey designed for hydrology
experts included all questions in the survey designed for graduate subjects, plus 33 other
pairs. The extra pairs contained concepts from across groups, e.g. one is from the linear,
while the other is from the non-linear WaterBody group, e.g. (River, Lake), as shown in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Survey Conducted to Human Subjects.
Subject
Type

Survey A (Linear) Survey
B Survey
C Survey D
(Non-linear I)
(Non-linear II)
(Cross-group)

Both

%(River,Fjord)
%(River,Creek)
%(River,Brook)
%(River,Bayou)
%(Creek,Fjord)
%(Creek,Arroyo)
%(Creek, Brook)
%(Brook,Arroyo)
%(Creek, Bayou)
%(Bayou,Brook)

%(Sea,Ocean)
%(Sea,Bay)
%(Sea,Gulf)
%(Sea,Cove)
%(Sea,Harbor)
%(Sea,Port)
%(Sea,Dock)
%(Bay,Gulf)
%(Bay,Cove)
%(Harbor,Port)
%(Harbor,Dock
)
%(Port,Dock)

%(Swamp,Marsh)
%(Wetland,Swam
p)
%(Wetland,Mars
h)
%(Wetland,Bog)
%(Wetland,Fen)
%(Swamp,Bog)
%(Swamp,Fen)
%(Bog,Fen)

Expert
subject
only

%(Bayou,Arroyo)
%(Bayou,Fjord)
%(Brook,Fjord)

%(Ocean,Bay)
%(Ocean,Gulf)
%(Ocean,Cove)

%(Wetland,Fen)
%(Marsh,Bog)
%(Marsh,Fen)
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%(Lake,Arroyo
)
%(Lake,Bayou)

%(Fjord,Arroyo)
%(River,Arroyo)

%(Ocean,Harbo
r)
%(Ocean,Port)
%(Ocean,Dock)
%(Bay,Harbor)
%(Bay,Port)
%(Bay,Dock)
%(Gulf,Cove)
%(Gulf,Harbor)
%(Gulf,Port)
%(Gulf,Dock)
%(Cove,Harbor
)
%(Cove,Port)
%(Cove,Dock)

%(Lake,Brook)
%(Lake,Creek)
%(Lake,Fjord)
%(Lake,River)
%(Pond,Arroyo
)
%(Pond,Bayou)
%(Pond,Brook)
%(Pond,Creek)
%(Pond,Fjord)
%(Pond,Lake)
%(Pond,River)

Based on the collected experimental data, the following assessment was conducted to
evaluate the performance of ANN when enabling the automated similarity measurement
as described in the following sections. Section 4.5.1 describes how quickly the ANN can
converge when the learning rate of the neural net is set differently. Section 4.5.2
describes how the number of hidden neurons influences the performance of the neural
network. Section 4.5.3 describes the analysis of the robustness of the designed ANN in
terms of decreasing the number of sample data and the difference in recognition of spatial
concept between subject Type A (graduate student) and subject Type B (hydrology
expert).
4.5.1 Quickness of Convergence v.s. Learning Rate
The learning rate controls the speed of ANN learning by affecting the changes being
made to the weights of transition matrices at each step. The performance of the ANN
algorithm is very sensitive to the proper setting of the learning rate [123]. If the changes
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applied to the weights are too small, the algorithm will take too long to converge. If the
changes are too large, the algorithm becomes unstable and bounds around the error
surface. This experiment determined the optimum network for automated similarity
measurement through the result from this learning rate investigation. Here, ―optimum‖ is
measured by the Mean Square Error (MSE, discussed in Section 4.4.2) between the
network outputs and the target outputs obtained from the human-subject experiments.
The initial parameters used for training the network are shown in Table 4.2. Parameter 1
is the largest number of steps that the ANN is going to run; Parameter 2 is measured by
MSE, 10^-3 means the ANN will stop training if MSE<10^-3; Parameter 3 is the initial
learning rate, in this experiment the learning rate was set to different numbers in each
training process; Parameter 4 set the training expiration time to infinity. The introduction
of Parameter 5 cut down the learning time and efficiently prevented the network from
sticking at local optima.
Table 4.2 Training parameters.
No. Parameter

Value

1
2
3
4
5

2000 5000 8000
10^-3
0.1
Inf.
0.9

Number of Epoches
Goal of performance function
Initial Learning Rate
Training Time
momentum coefficient

Figure 4.7 shows the neural network learning rate experimental results by the number
of epochs. The X axis indicates learning rate ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 with interval 0.1,
while the Y axis indicates how many times the ANN must be trained until the result
converges. As the network training uses heuristic techniques, it tends to become trapped
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in the local optimum due to the nature of the gradient descent algorithm from which these
heuristic techniques were developed [124]. The strategy used here to compensate for the
sticking problem was to retrain the network until the result achieved the performance
function goal (MSE<10^-3). The Y axis records this number.
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Epoches: 8000
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Figure 4.7 Number of Training Runs for the ANN Needed in Terms of Various Learning
Rates.
It is not hard to tell that when epoch is set to be large, it is more likely to make MSE
between training output and target output within the tolerable range; therefore, the
network needs fewer training runs. But the difference in complexity levels of different
problems determines that the above assertion is not necessarily true. For the automated
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similarity measurement problem, the assertion is true only when the learning rate is less
than 0.3. When the learning rate is more than 0.5, the setting of the epoch will not
influence the number of training runs required. Another observation is that when the
learning rate is less than 0.4, the number of training runs for epoch = 2000 decreases
much faster than the decreasing rate of training runs for epoch = 5000 and epoch =8000.
It means that the designed neural network is most sensitive to change in learning rate
when epoch is set to 2000. Meanwhile, the trend curves in Figure 4.7 show that for the
same epoch of each training process, the necessary training runs decrease when the
learning rate increases until the learning rate reaches 0.4. Based on the above analysis,
when the epoch equals 2000 and the learning rate equals 0.4, the ANN performs the best
and therefore, these as parameters were chosen for the following experiments.
4.5.2 Prediction Accuracy v.s. Number of Hidden Nodes
One great advantage of the ANN model is its ability to predict. Once experimental
data are collected from human subjects, the neural network can be well trained. Using the
trained network, the ANN model can provide automatic ranking for the pairs of concepts
that are not ranked by humans. In order to accomplish this capacity, the experimental
results from the human subjects were divided into two sets: 90% of the results are
considered as the testing set and the remaining 10% were considered as the validation set.
The correlation between the computational similarity models and human‘s judgment
have been widely used in previous studies to measure the accuracy of the model
[117][125]. A correlation of 0.6 using a semantic-distance approach, 0.79 using an
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information-content approach, and 0.83 using an extended-distance approach are reported
in the literature [117]. In this dissertation, a Spearman rank correlation coefficient r is
used as one factor to investigate the association between the results from the trained ANN
model and validation sets from human subjects.

i

r ( X ,Y )

( xi

( xi
i

x )( yi
x )2

y)

( yi
i

y)

2

,

where X is the set of predicted similarities obtained from well-trained network and Y
is the similarity values ranked by subjects.
The larger r is, the more accurate that the ANN model is in predicting the similarity.
The coefficient r only provides relevant qualified measurement of correlation for the two
sets of data, the ANN generated set and the validation set. A higher correlation
coefficient between the above datasets does not mean that the values in each
corresponding pair are closer. A more accurate factor to measure the ―prediction error‖ is
the Square root of MSE (SMSE) between values of each pair ranked by subjects and
predicted by the ANN model. SMSE can be represented as:
n

( ANNpi Hpi )2
SMSE

i 1

n

Therefore, the goal of an ANN model is to both maximize the coefficient r and
minimize the SMSE. Figure 4.8 shows both Spearman coefficients (value in %) and the
SMSE values. We can tell that from the nine hidden node settings of the ANN model,
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five of them result in high correlation (>85%) when making predictions. This means that
the proposed ANN model is reliable in making predictions and the high correlation shows
that the ANN approach is better than most of the models proposed before. The best
performance (r=94.86%, SMSE=11.47) for the trained neural network occurs when
hidden neuron equals 9.
As the number of hidden neuron determines the complexity of the neural network,
although the ANN with different neuron settings all satisfy the goal (MSE<1) when
training the network, ANN will still cause overfitting or underfitting problems with too
much or too few hidden neurons. In Figure 4.8, we can tell that when hidden number is 3
or 4, the network is not sufficiently complex and fails to detect fully the signal in the
sample dataset. Therefore, this model leads to underfitting with low correlation and high
SMSE in the prediction. When the hidden neuron is equal to 10 or 11, the performance of
the ANN declined, probably because the network is overly complex, which leads to an
overfitting problem where the noise is well fitted and consequently makes the prediction
not close enough to the range of the training data.
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Figure 4.8 Prediction Accuracy by Different Number of Hidden Neurons.
4.5.3 Accuracy of ANN Prediction v.s. Background of the Subjects
This experiment examines the accuracy of ANN prediction given the different
backgrounds of the human subjects whose responses were the basis for the training and
validation datasets. The ANN was trained with the optimal learning rate (0.4) and the
optimal hidden neurons (9) obtained from the above experiments. As the sample dataset
from human subjects for each group of pairs of WaterBody objects is relatively small
(refer to the number of pairs in Table 4.1), ranking data from other groups are borrowed
to make sure that the total number of samples for the ANN training group was equal to or
more than the number of total features (Num(feature)=17) of the WaterBody objects. 3
pairs of the WaterBody objects in each group were used for validation and the rest of the
pairs were used for training. As Table 4.3 shows, the correlation coefficients acquired for
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both types of the subjects are all above 70% and still lower than the number acquired in
Section 4.5.2 which conducted on a larger size of sample data. The ANN trained by data
collected from graduate subjects has a lower correlation coefficient than that collected
from the expert subjects, meaning that more noisy data exists in the survey of graduate
subjects. Tracking their similarity rankings, suggests two primary reasons for the
increased noise: (a) graduate subjects tend to rank the similarity based more on the
familiarity of the spatial concepts rather than the actual meaning; for example, ―Bog‖ and
―Fen‖ have many common features including shape, size, how they are developed, water
source and water salinity. But most graduate subjects gave these pairs a low rank due to
unfamiliarity with these WaterBody terms. (b) Misunderstanding of the spatial concepts
leads to much bias of the ranking results. In comparison, ranking results from hydrology
experts is more reliable. From this experiment, we can conclude that collecting enough
(>3 times of total feature sets in our case) reliable sample data is important for the ANN
model to perform accurate prediction.
Table 4.3 Accuracy of the ANN Prediction for Graduate Subjects and Expert Subjects.
Correlation
Subject Type
Graduate Subject
Expert Subject

Non-linear

Linear
0.71
0.81

Non-linear I

Non-linear II

0.82

0.79

0.85

0.91

4.6 Summary
This chapter introduces a novel feature-based approach to utilize ANN to best
simulate human‘s similarity ranking process based on training artificial neurons with
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sample data collected from human subjects. The collection and ontological modeling of
spatial objects, the calculation of contribution for each feature of any two spatial objects
and the ANN design are introduced. In several different experiments, the ANN-based
approach achieved good performance in terms of both correlation and mean standard
error when predicting the association between ANN prediction and human subjects‘
ranking.
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Chapter 5 Applications

This chapter introduces two research projects: the USGS Arctic Spatial Data
Infrastructure and the ESIP Semantic Web Testbed in which the proposed approaches in
Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are applied to solve real world problems.
5.1 Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure
The Arctic region has experienced the greatest climate change impact over the past
century. The change has increased significantly over the last few decades [126]. For
example, in the past twenty years, the melting rate of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean has
increased rapidly [127]. If this trend continues, the Arctic Ocean will be completely
ice-free during the summer somewhere between 2013 and 2030 [128]. The loss of solid
water resources leads directly to the sea level rising, endangering the habitats of polar
life. Accurate monitoring of the large-scale dimensions of solid water concentrations in
the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere is a crucial task for Arctic scientists.
To accomplish this task, it is necessary to integrate disparate and distributed
hydrology data. Scientists face technical challenges when implementing an interoperable
cyberinfrastructure to facilitate the discovery, federation and seamless fusion of scientific
data from disparate and distributed resources. A Spatial Data infrastructure (SDI), aiming
to address this challenge, is fundamentally about facilitation and coordination of the
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exchange and sharing of geospatial data between stakeholders in the spatial data
community [129][130]. SDI research encompasses the policies, data, technologies,
standards, delivery mechanisms and financial and human resources necessary to ensure
the availability and accessibility of the spatial data [131]. Over the past decade, many
SDIs have been built at a national or regional scale [132]-[137]. However, very few SDIs
were specifically developed to support Arctic research. Several key issues were addressed
by the methodologies proposed in this dissertation: (1) the active crawler enables the
automatic discovery of spatial data that exists in a distributed computing environment.
These collected services are stored in the metadata repository and are publically available
to researchers through the Internet. (2) The build-up of a hydrology ontology models the
domain knowledge in a machine understandable way by explicitly defining the
conceptualization and the relationships; (3) the reasoning algorithm provides an
intelligent resource search mechanism to support real-time decision making for Arctic
studies.
With the support of the above technologies, an integrated science analysis
environment can be enabled. For example, to study the influence of melting snow and sea
ice on habitat changes of polar wildlife, a scientist ‗enters‘ the ASDI and the following
scenario unfolds:
(1) Initially, an automated service in the SDI discovery identifies all the distributed
Arctic data resources across a public network and places them in a data repository.
The scientist, who is the data consumer, is only presented with a transparent search
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interface, which hides all implementation details.
(2) The scientist opens the user interface of the Arctic SDI and assembles the query
elements required to narrow down the available information. The query elements
should be geophysical parameters, such as snow cover, sea ice concentration,
precipitation and biodiversity.
(3) The search request is handled by the ―Search Service‖ and passed to the virtual
repository. Through semantic reasoning, all the relevant datasets are discovered.
Results from disparate sources are collected and returned to the scientist. The results
are then visualized in a 2D or 3D format.
(4) Examining the results composited, the scientist decides whether to acquire more
datasets for further analysis. By clicking the embedded URLs, the scientist gains
direct access to the needed resources to feed a simulation model or conduct a
cross-correlation of multiple variables. For example, when a researcher explores ―the
influence of solid water dynamics in the Arctic region to bio-habitat,‖ he can start the
query by typing in a most intuitive keyword. The semantic search service (Figure 5.1,
Box 1) will generate a chaining workflow to identify all relevant datasets (Figure 5.1,
Box 2) after the spatial and temporal subset (Figure 5.1, Box 4). As shown in Figure
5.1, once a query term ―snow‖ is given, knowledge reasoning could infer ―Snowfall‖
as a synonym; ―Precipitation‖ as a broader term, ―Water‖ as a related substance,
―Precipitation,‖ ―Cloud,‖ and ―Wind‖ as related Phenomena, ―Pressure‖ as a related
Property and ―Deposition‖ as a related Process. In addition, ―Rivers,‖ ―Bio_Sample,‖
and ―Ice‖ are automatically inferred for service composition. ―Blue Marble‖ is set as
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the base map. After semantic reasoning, scientists obtain a rich dictionary of
candidate resources to choose the best resources they need. The evaluation of the
‗best‘ is based on the quality of the discovered data (e.g response time) and the
quality of information is indicated by an icon bar displayed on the results panel (Box
2). After selecting the most suitable service by the client, an integration service is
invoked to automatically overlay datasets and display them in a 2-D or 3-D client
(Figure 5.1, Box 3; [138]). The produced imagery in the map client indicates a
phenomenon that the bio-habitats are mostly distributed along the coast and within
large water bodies. To identify the science principle, river data, snow cover and ice
extent can be used. The scientist can also generate a time-series based animation
(Figure 5.1, Box 5) to discover how the variation of solid water concentration
influences the immigration of bio-habitats.
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Figure 5.1 Prototype of the Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure. The bold numbers (1-4)
denote the corresponding boxes mentioned in the main text.
5.2 ESIP Semantic Web Testbed
Semantic Web technology has been driving the next generation of the Web where the
focus is on the role of semantics for automated approaches to exploit web resources
[139]. This technology was first proposed by Tim Berners Lee [25], and has become a
critical research topic in AI and related fields. The core of semantic Web research
involves two well-recognized critical enabling capabilities: (1) ontology generation
[140][141] and (2) automated resource annotation, reasoning and integration
[142][143][144]. The introduction of the Semantic Web concept inspires domain experts.
Scientists from medical domain [145], biology [146], chemistry [147], etc. rely on this
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technique to solve problems in various domains. In the Earth Science domain, some uses
of reasoning engines, such as Pellet and Neosis, are limited to query search expansion.
The ESIP semantic search testbed [148]-[149] aims to completely utilize the full
knowledge encoded in the ontologies and provides a better search experience to end
users. In this project, the ontology is built up through the guidelines proposed in Chapter
3. A reasoning engine that implements the algorithm proposed in this dissertation enables
automatic assembly of shared services. It is also able to answer questions on the fly to
support better decision making.
Figure 5.2 shows the architecture for the ESIP Semantic Web Testbed. It is
composed of three major elements: registration, semantic search and ontology
management. For semantic registration, a Web-based ontology editor – Web Protégé
(Figure 5.3) and RDF direct registration GUI (Figure 5.4) are provided. The registered
knowledge is managed in the ontology repository using an open source framework
Sesame 2.3 and MySQL 5.0. The inference services that implement the semantic
reasoning algorithm are deployed using Apache Tomcat 5.5.28 and Apache Axis 1.2.
These services are invoked by the semantic search client (Figure 5.5) using the
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology to reduce the processing load on
the client side and to improve efficiency. The data sources that the semantic search client
links to are popular geospatial web catalogues, including GOS (Geospatial One Stop),
GCMD (Global Climate Master Directory), NCDC (National Climatic Data Center) and
ECHO (Earth Observation ClearingHouse). Services discovered by the crawler are
registered into GOS portal and are made available for the semantic search client. The
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knowledge that is inferred (Box 2, Figure 5.5) is organized and displayed in a tree-based
style and is visualized using an open source tool Prefuse (Box 4, Figure 5.5). The
similarity matrix obtained from the neural network training described in Chapter 4 was
integrated to rank the relevance of recommended terms to the input keyword (Box 2,
Figure 5.5). An ontology expert can edit the inferred knowledge directly if he finds they
are not complete or accurate (Box 3, Figure 5.5). The changes are reflected immediately
to any client accessing to the ontology repository.

Figure 5.2 Architecture of the ESIP Semantic Web Testbed
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Figure 5.3 A Web-protégé based GUI for Semantic Registration.
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Figure 5.4 Direct RDF Fragment Registration Interface.

1

2

3
4

Figure 5.5 Semantic Search and Visualization Client.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Research

6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation presents a number of techniques that address a fundamental
question in the problem of information discovery: how to discover automatically huge
amounts of geospatial data dispersed widely on the Web? Once this information is found,
how can this information be encoded from human-readable format to machine
understandable format? How to make the machine incorporate human intelligence to
answer various search questions? Or more intuitively, how to make the right connection
between the human and the resources he/she needs?
Developing a search engine that can address the above questions is extremely
important when conducting scientific analysis or when supporting critical real-time
decision-making. This dissertation discussed three essential parts (data discovery,
semantic reasoning and semantic similarity measurement) in designing a geospatial
search engine for intelligent hydrology data discovery.
Data discovery involves the collection of as many distributed resources as possible
on the Internet. The set of the discovered data serves as a starting point from which a
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more extensive search can be conducted. The more resources found and put into the
repository, the better chance that a user can acquire the most relevant data for their
purposes. The proposed active web crawler facilitates the automatic discovery of online
geospatial resources.
The goal of semantic reasoning is to understand search requests and provide suitable
data candidates that exist in the database collected by the Web crawler. This dissertation
proposed a principle for modeling the domain knowledge, developed a Web-based tool to
support collaborative ontology development, and employed semantic technology to
realize intelligent question answering.
Semantic similarity measurement uncovers the hidden pattern residing in the KB and
simulates how humans perceive similarity by deploying a neural network based approach.
Given that semantic reasoning helps to find all suitable resources from the both the local
and remote data repositories, semantic similarity helps users to find the ‗best‘ resource
with confidence.
In the end, two research projects, USGS Virtual Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure
and ESIP Semantic Web Testbed, were developed by employing the proposed
methodologies. Arctic researchers benefit from the advanced technologies in conducting
more efficient and accurate scientific analysis. The ESIP Semantic Web Testbed provides
Earth Scientists an integral tool for registering, searching and visualization of Earth
Science data and services.
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6.2 Future Research
Several problems remain unsolved and need further study. As geospatial data and
services increase exponentially on the Web, it will become increasing difficult to locate
relevant resources in time-sensitive situations. This requires the search engine to be more
flexible and intelligent. This dissertation only solves the problem within a specific
domain (hydrology) and the whole search process is not fully automated.
Although the proposed crawler has identified a significant number of live geospatial
services, this number still under represents the actual number. This occurs because a fair
number of services reside in the deep Web [150], such as those behind firewalls or hosted
on private servers [151]. Supporting technologies, such as Universal Description
Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and Google Sitemap, need to be further investigated.
For semantic reasoning, the developed tools are still not capable of handling natural
language search requests. An effective solution to this problem has eluded computer
scientists for decades. Combining logical reasoning with other machine learning
technologies, e.g. generic algorithms, is one possible solution. The collaborative ontology
development prototype introduced in this dissertation should be publicized more widely
so that a greater amount of volunteered data from Internet users could be included,
increasing the completeness and accuracy of the KB. This paradigm also fits the recent
concept of VGI (Volunteer Geographic Information) in the geospatial community [152].
For semantic similarity measurement, the proposed methodology was verified for the
hydrology domain. In the future, training data from other domains, such as geology,
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biology, and astronomy need to be collected. In addition, the ubiquity of the proposed
methodology needs to be validated and promoted. Neural network training is a time
consuming process, especially when the training set is large and the underlining pattern is
complex. Therefore, how to parallel the algorithm to improve the efficiency for
pre-processing is another issue to be studied.
More broadly, how to fuse the proposed approaches to satisfy the requirements of
various applications deserves to be discussed.
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